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INTRODUCTION

The Heath Model Hl9 Video Terminal is a profes-
sional, 25-line, video terminal. Not only does it have
the features commonly found in other high-quality
video terminals, but it also has many exclusive fea-
tures. The terminal will connect to other equipment
that uses an EIA RS-232C serial interface, and the
high-quality keyboard, video display, and state-of-
the-art logic circuitry make this Video Terminal an
outstanding peripheral for your computer or
MODEM.

The information is displayed on a 12" (diagonal),
high-quality, cathode-ray tube (CRT) that is capable
of displaying 2000 characters at one time(25 rows of
80 characters). The P4 phosphor used in the CRT
provides superb character definition. Upper-case
characters are formed by a 5 x 7 dot matrix. Lower-
case characters that have descendersuse a 5 x 9 dot
matrix. The Terminal can also display 33 special
graphic characters that can be arranged and grouped
to form any number of graphic displays and effects.
The graphic symbols are formed on an 8 x 10 dot
matrix.

Special local and software controllable escape sequ-
ences allow you to select and use many special func-
tions. These include:

Using either Heath or ANSI escape se-
quences.
Eight user-defined special function keys.
Alternate keypad output (for sending more
user-defined sepcial codes toyour comput-
er).
Shifted keypad (so you can obtain the
shifted keypad functions without using the
SHIFT key).

Keyboard enable/disable.
Keyclick enable/disable.
Cursor type select (underline or block).
Auto LF, auto CR.
Hold screen mode (for scrolling lines and
pages).
Cursor control (left,right, up, down, home).
Direct cursor addressing.

and you can also:

Transmit page.
Transmit 25th line.
Insert and deletecharacters and lines.
Enter and exit the graphics and reverse
video modes.
Erase lines or page of text.
Modify baud rates.

The highly reliable, standard-size electronic
keyboard uses the universally accepted, standard
typewriter format. Each key stroke is affirmed by an
audible key click.

A 12-key keypad duplicates the numeric keys in a
calculator format. This lets yourapidly enternumbers
inprograms that call for justnumbers. In addition, the
shiftedkeypad functions allow you to insert and de-
lete lines and characters, and move the cursor. Plus,
an alternate mode allows you to interchange the
shiftedand unshifted function and send special codes
to your computer.

Thesefeatures, along with thestylish moldedcabinet,
make the Video Terminal a versatile peripheral for
your computer system.

*
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SPECIFICATIONS

CRT 12" diagonal, P4 phosphor.

Display Format 25 lines of 80 characters.

Display Size 6.5" high x 8.5" wide.

Character Size 0.2" high x 0.1" wide (approximate).

Character Set 128 characters (95 ASCII and 33 graphic).

Character Type 5x7 dot matrix (upper case), 5X9 dot matrix (lower
case with descenders). £-,

Keyboard 84 keys (60 alphanumeric, 12function/control) plus a
12-key numeric pad.

Cursor Blinking nondestructive underline, or block.

Cursor Controls Up, down, left,right, home, CR, LF, back space, and
tab.

Cursor Addressing Relative and direct.

Tab Standard 8-column tab.

Refresh Rate 60 Hz at 60 Hz line frequency.
50 Hz at 50 Hz line frequency.

Edit Functions Insert and delete character or line.

Erase Functions Erase page, erase to end of line, erase to end of page,
erase tobeginning of line,erase tobeginning of page,
and erase line.
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£ Scroll Auto or line/page freeze.

Bell Audible alarm on receipt of ASCII BEL.

Video Normal and reverse, by character.

Interface EIA RS-232C at 110 to 9600 baud.

Communications Mode Full or half duplex.

Parity Even, odd, stick, or none.

OperatingTemperature 0-40° C ambient.

Power Requirements 120 VAC (105-135 VAC), 50/60 Hz, 45 watts.
240 VAC (210-270 VAC), 50/60 Hz, 45 watts.

Dimensions 13" high x 17" wide x 20" deep.
(33 x 43.2 X 50.8 cm.)

Weight 45 lbs. (20.4 kg).

TheHeath Company reserves theright to discontinue
products and to change specifications at any time
without incurring any obligation to incorporate new
features inproducts previously sold.
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SET-UP

POWER LINE CONSIDERATIONS

If you need to change the position of the 120/240
switch (located on the bottom of the Terminal), be
sure you changerearpanel fuse Fl to thepropervalue
as follows:

For 120

VAC,

use a 1-ampere, 125 volt,
slow-blow fuse.
For 240

VAC,

use a l/2-ampere, 250-volt,
slow-blow fuse (not supplied).

The plug on thepower cord is for standard 120 VAC
outlets. For 240 VAC operation in the U.S.A., cut off
and replace the plug in a manner such that your
powerconnection conforms with section 210-21 (b) of
theNational Electric Code, which reads, in part:

When you install the new plug, make sure it is con-
nected according toyour local electrical code. Units
with three-wire line cords must always have the
green wire connected to chassis ground.

Be sure theNOR/LOW switch (on the bottom of the
Terminal) is set in its proper position to match your
line voltage as follows:

NORrange— 115 V to 135Vrms or 230 V to 270
V rms.

LOW range— 100V to 120Vrms or 200 V to 240
V rms.

NOTE: Ifyou donotknow the value of the linevoltage
in your area, set the NOR/LOW switch to NOR.

f)

"Receptacles connected to circuits havingdiffe-
rent voltages, frequencies, or types of current

(AC orDC) on the same premises shall be of such
design that attachment plugs used on such cir-
cuits are not interchangeable."

CAUTION: Whenever you turn the power on, make
sure you wait at least 30 seconds, or until you get a
cursor or lightraster on the screen,beforeyou turn the
power off again. A quick turn-on and turn-off can
damage the CRT.
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CABINET REMOVAL

Whenever you need to remove the cabinet shell:

Refer to the inset drawing on Pictorial 1,
insert theblade of a small screwdriver into
the notch in the latch plate, and then slide
the latch plate toward the back of theTermi-
nal about 1/2".

Likewise, open the latch plate on the other
side of the Terminal.

WARNING: When the line cord is con-
nected to an AC outlet, hazardous voltages
can be present inside your Terminal. See
Pictorial 1.

Carefullytilt the cabinet shell back. NOTE:
The hinges are designed so you can easily
remove the cabinet shell from thechassis by
sliding the cabinet shell to the left once you
have opened it completely. NOTE: Never
allow the cabinet shell to hang open and
unsupported.

Simply reverse this procedure to close and lock the
cabinet shell back on the Terminal.
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SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

If you are using your Video Terminal with a Heath
Computer, proceed to the "Heath System Configura-
tion" section that follows. However, if you areusing
your Video Terminal with a non-Heath computer,
proceed to the "Non-Heath System Configuration"
information on Page 11.

HEATH SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

YourVideo Terminal communicates with yourHeath
Computer through a Serial I/O interface at RS-232C
signal levels. The 25-pin "D" connector on the rear
panel conforms to RS-232C standards. It will mate
with most equipment that conforms to this standard.
Adapter cables, which convert earlier Heath equip-
ment connectors to RS-232C connectors, can be
purchased from Heath Company.

"
Plug the female connector at one end of the 10' ex-
tension cable into the "D" connector on the rear
panel. See Pictorial 2.

Plug the other end of theextensioncable into the "D"
connector coming from the Serial I/O Card in your
computer.

Refer to your Serial I/O Card Manual for information
on how to set baud rates, addressing, vector inter-
rupts, and RS-232C signal levels. Referto the "System
Configuration" section of your Heath Software Man-
ual for information on where to set the serial card
address (PORT) and vectorinterrupt to communicate
with the Video Terminal.

PICTORIAL 2 "
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Video Terminal Configuration
Before you can use the Terminal, you must configure
it to operate with the Serial I/O Card.

To gain access to the internal switches and controls,
tilt back or remove the cabinet shell.

The particular configuration that you select is in-
itialized when you power-up the Terminal or when
you perform a Terminal Reset.

SWITCH 5402

Push all of theswitchsections on5402 (located on the
terminal logic circuitboard) up (0) as shownin Picto-
rial 3.

If you ever want to change these switch positions,
they are defined as follows:

SECTION DESCRIPTION

0 0 = underscore cursor; 1 = block cursor
1 0 = key click; 1 = no key click

2 0 = discard past end of line; 1 = wrap
around

3 0 = noautoLF on

CR;

1 = autoLF on CR
4 0 = noautoCR on LF; 1 = auto CR onLF
5 0 = Heath mode; 1 = ANSI mode
6 0 = keypad normal; 1 = keypad shifted
7 0 = 60 Hz refresh; 1 = 50 Hz refresh

PICTORIAL 3

SWITCH S4Ol

Refer to Pictorial 3 for the following steps.

This switch (located on the terminal logic circuit
board) sets thefollowing power-upandreset modes:

SWITCH
SECTION

DESCRIPTION

0-3 Baud Rate
Parity Enable
Odd/Even Parly

4
5
6
7

Normal/Stick Parity
Half/Full Duplex

Pictorial 3 shows the location of switch S4Ol. This
drawing shows switch S4Ol set for:

SWITCH SECTIONMODE
0 12 3 4 5 6 7

4800 Baud
No Parity
Even Parity

Oioi
0

0
Normal Parity
Full Duplex

0
1
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r
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SWITCH
SW4OI

PICTORIAL 4

Remember that, as you look at switch S4Ol from the
front of the Terminal,you select theone (1) positions
of theswitch bypushing the switches down, and you
select the zero (0) positions by pushing the switches
up.

Pictorial 4 shows the normal switch settings for
switchS4Ol . Each function is explained inthefollow-
ing text.

Baud Rate

You can select any of 12 different baud rates (110-
-9600). To do this, place sections 0, 1, 2, and 3 of
switch S4Ol to the proper positions as shown below.
Thebaud rate will be initialized (or updated) during
power-up, or upon Terminal Reset.

Parity

When noparity is selected, youcan set the even and
normal parity switch sectionsto either position since
they will be ignored.

You can programthe ACE (Asynchronous Communi-
cation Element) to either generate or eliminate the
parity bit. Section 4 of switch S4Ol selects theparity
bit.

Down (1) = Parity
Up (0) = No Parity

Heath Software does not check parity.

Odd/Even Parity

If section4 = 1, thensection 5 of switch S4Ol selects
odd or even parity.

CDown (1) = Even Parity
Up (0) = Odd Parity

Normal/Stick Parity

If section4=l,then section 6of switch S4Ol sets the
ACE to transmit and receive either stick or normal
parity.

Down (1) = Stick Parity
Up (0) = Normal Parity

Half/Full Duplex

Section 7 of switch S4Ol selects either full or half
duplex communications between the computer and
the Video Terminal.

Down (1) = Full Duplex
Up (0) = Half Duplex

Heath Software supports full duplex operation. Set
section 7 to 1 for full duplex operation.

Proceed to the "Operation" section of this Manual. ♦
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NON-HEATH SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
MAX. OPEN-CIRCUIT (+25)

DRIVER VOLTAGE

MAX. OPEN-CI RCUIT
TERMINATOR VOLTAGE

MIN. OPEN-CIRCUIT
TERMINATOR VOLTAGE

MIN. OPEN-CIRCUI T
DR IVER VOLTAGE

PICTORIAL 5

This Terminal is designed to interface with serial I/O
modules that use theRS-232C standards of theElec-
tronic Industries Association (EIA). This standard de-
fines an asynchronous serial interface, its voltages
(see Pictorial 5), its impedances, and its physical con-
nectors.

RS-232C places all equipment into one of two general
categories:

DTE — Data Terminal Equipment

DCE — Data Communication Equipment

Computers and MODEMS are twotypes ofDCE; while
terminals, printers, and most peripherals are DTE.
Always connect a DTE to a DCE. Never connect two
like types together.

PICTORIAL 6

The 25-pin "D" connector on the back panel of the
Terminal is a DTE (DB-25P) connector. Pictorial 6
shows the pin numbering of this connector. The fol-
lowing chart describes the DTE outputs of the rear
panel connector.

10'EXTENSION
CABLE

( (Computer)

Female Male

PGND
SOUT
SIN

Protective Ground
RS-232C Serial Output
RS-232C Serial Input
Request to Send outputRTS

CTS
DSR

Clear To Send input
Data Set Ready
Signal GroundSGND

RLSD Received Line Signal
Detect

DTR 20 Data TerminalReady
output

Make sure your Serial I/O card is configured as re-
quiredby yourcomputer manual and operates at RS-
-232C signal levels. Thebaud rates of theTerminal and
computer must be the same.
After you have connected theTerminal to your com-
puter, go back and follow the instructions in the
"Video Terminal Configuration" section (Page 71.
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OPERATION

Pictorial 7 (Illustration Booklet, Page 1) shows the
front of the Terminal. The power ON/OFF switch is
located on the right rear corner of the back panel.
Whenever you turn on the Terminal, allow the tube
about 30 seconds to warm up. You should then see a
flashing line (cursor) or block cursor (if it was
selected) in theupper left-hand corner of the screen.

Thekeyboard allows you to send data to thecomputer
or thescreen. Most of thekeys are the same as theyare

on most typewriters; they type the same alpha-
numeric characters. A clicking sound tells you that
each keystroke has been processed by the Terminal.
You cannot electrically damage theTerminal by typ-
ing on thekeys.

The screen contains 2000 character positions; 25 lines
of 80 characters. (Only 24 lines are normally used,
1920 character positions.) Onlyone character can oc-
cupy a character positionat anygiven time and itwill
remain there until it is erased or replaced.

When theTerminal is initially turned on, it clears the
screen by placing spaces in all character positions.
The cursor is theblinking horizontal line thatappears
at thehome position. Itunderlines thecharacter posi-
tion where the next character will be written. (The
block cursor will fill the character position).

As shown inPictorial 8 (IllustrationBooklet, Page 2),
theTerminal can be used in any one of threedifferent
modes; full duplex,off line,orhalf duplex. (However,
half duplex is not a normal Heath mode.)

When the Terminal is on line, the keyboard can
transmit any oneof the 12810 ASCII characters (seethe
"ASCII Characters" chart onPage 65) to thecomput-
er. However, some of these characters will not be
displayed if the computer sends them back to the
Terminal. (See the chart.)

In the off line mode, the keyboard is effectivelydis-
connectedfrom thecomputer and controls the screen
directly. This way, you can position the cursor (t , i ,
->, «-, and HOME), insert or delete characters or lines
(IC, DC, IL, and DL), or erase (ERASE), without send-
ing the codes through the computer — which could
otherwise disrupt a program, etc.

Another way of controlling the screen without send-
ing code to the computer is to use the CTRL key.
Example: you want to erase the screen,but you donot
want to transmit a code to the computer. Press and
hold theCTRLkey and thentype SHIFT ERASE. This
tells the Terminal to erase the screen,but not to send
the code to the computer. Again, you can use this
procedure with the cursor keys (t, t, —», <— , and
home), the insert line, delete line, insert character,
and delete character keys, and erase.

Wheneveryou use the special escape codes to enter
and exit the special modes, make sure you enter the
lower-case and upper-caseletters justas theyare call-
ed for in this Manual. For instance, type ESC p, not
ESC P to enter thereverse video mode.

The "ASCII Characters" and the "EscapeSequences"
(see the "Appendix," Page 65) show the commands
and special escape sequences that theTerminal sends
and responds to. Your computer must contain the
proper software for it to respond to and generatethe
codes that use these special features. Different ver-
sions of software may support different features.

The Terminal has a 128 character input FIFO for re-
ceiving and holdingcharacters until theTerminal can
process them. In some cases (such as when the Ter-
minal is operating at 9600 baud in the "insertcharac-
ter" mode), the FIFO can be filled faster than the
Terminal can process the characters. In this case, the
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a Terminal will send X OFF (control S) when the FIFO
has received 112 characters. After the Terminal has
processed enough characters so that only 96 charac-
tersremain in FIFO, it will send X ON, (control Q) to
the host computer to indicate that it is ready toaccept
more characters.

When the Terminal sends X OFF, this is only an
indication that the buffer is nearly full. Characters
will notbe lost until after theFIFO hasreceived a full
128 characters. At this point, more incoming charac-
ters will be lost and thebell will sound.

Three BASIC demonstration programs are included
in the "Appendix"to show you how some of theHl9
features are implemented in BASIC. Enter and run
them if you wish.

NORMAL MODES AND KEYS

ALPHABETIC KEYS

The Terminal has the standard 26 letters of the al-
phabet. Thesekeys can transmit either lower-case or
upper-case codes as well as display them on the
screen. You can hold either SHIFT key down or you
can push the CAPS LOCK key to obtain upper-case

fe letters.

NONALPHABETIC KEYS

The nonalphabetickeys are those with double mark-
ings. These include the numbers 0 through 9,punctu-
ation marks, and special characters. The lower mark-
ing is generated when both of the SHIFT keys are
released, while theuppermarking is generated when
either or both SHIFT keys are held down. The CAPS
LOCK key will not shift these keys.

MISCELLANEOUS

RETURN — Moves the cursor to the first character
position of the linethat it is currently in. If thecursor
is already at the first character position, it remains
there. RETURN is a nondisplayable character.

LINE FEED — Moves thecursor down one line. LINE
FEED is a nondisplayable character. If the cursor is at
the bottom line, a LINE FEED causes it to remain
there, but all of the data on the screen moves up one
line. Data on the top line is lost as it is shifted up and
off the screen.

SPACEBAR— Causes thecursor to move one charac-
ter position to theright. A Space is a nondisplayable
character. Ifyou type the SpaceBar whenthecursor is
positioned below a displayed character, the character
is replaced by a space and the cursor moves one
character position to the right. If you type the Space
Bar when the cursor is at the right end of a line, the
cursor will remain there since neither a carriage re-
turn nor a line feed is generated.

BACK SPACE — Moves the cursor one space to the
left. If the cursor isat the start (leftend) ofa line, it will
not move when you type a BACK SPACE.

DELETE — Transmits the ASCII code 177. It is a
nondisplayable character.

TAB — Softwarecontrolled to movethe cursor to the
nexttab stop (eight character spaces) to theright. The
tab stops are fixed at 9, 17, 25, 33, 41, 49, 57, 65, and
73. If thecursor is at character position 73 through 79,
it will only move one character position to the right
each time you type the TAB key. If the cursor is at
character position 80, it will notmovewhenyou type
theTABkey (unlessthewrap-aroundfeature hasbeen
selected).

ESC (Escape) — A nondisplayable character that
transmits the ASCII code 033. This key is used in
combination with otherkeys toenterand exit special
modes. See "Special Keys and Modes" on Page 15.

For a complete listing of Heathand ANSI codes using
escape sequences and their definitions, refer to the
"Appendix."
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(REPEAT) — When you hold this key in, along with
anotherkey, itwill repeat thefunction of theotherkey
as long as both keys are held down. Therepeat rateis
approximately 15-charactersper second. However,if
the baud rate that has been selected is less than the
repeat rate, the repeat function will operate at the
slower rate.

SHIFT — When you use this key in conjuction with
another key, the character printed on the upper por-
tion of that key will be displayed. When you use the
SHIFT keys in conjunction with thealphabetic keys,
the upper-case character is displayed.

CAPS LOCK — When this latching key is down, the
Terminal will transmit the ASCII code for, and dis-
play, upper-case (capital) alphabetic letters. It does
not shift the keys with the double markings.

OFF LINE — When this latching key is down, the
Terminal is inhibited from transmitting or receiving
data. However, any displayable characters that you
type on the keyboard will appear on the screen and
any control codes that the Terminal can process will
be processed.

BREAK — When you type this key, it generates a
continuous "space level" at the serial RS-232 output
of the Terminal. It is generally used to tell the com-
puter that you wish to interrupt execution.

RESET — Allows you to reset the Terminal to its
preset condition; it exits all escape modes and resets
the baud rate to the rate selected by the switches on
thelogic circuitboard. To use thiskey, you mustpress
only theright-hand SHIFT key and the RESETkey at
the same time. This two-key combination prevents
you from inadvertently resetting the Terminal.

SCROLL —When this is usedwith Heath software, in
the Hold Screen Mode, you can type theSCROLLkey
to instruct the Terminal to display another line of
information onto the screen. You can type SHIFT
SCROLL to display another 24 lines of information
onto the screen.

CONTROL KEY

The CTRL key is held down in conjuction with other
keys to send the 32 ASCII control codes to the
computer. Refer to the "ASCII Characters" chart in
the "Appendix" of this Manual for a listing of the
control keys. These are non-displayable characters.
The Terminal responds to only seven of the control
characters from the keyboard or from the serial input
port. These seven characters are:

Bell (BEL or CTRL G) — Causes theTerminal to
sound an audible tone through an internal
speaker.

Back Space (BS or CTRL H) — Duplicates the
BACK SPACE key.

Horizontal Tab (HT or CTRL I) —Duplicates the
TAB key.

Line Feed (LF or CTRL )) —Duplicates theLINE
FEED key.

CarriageReturn (CR or CTRL M) — Duplicates
the RETURN key.

Escape (ESC or CTRL [) — Duplicates the ESC
key.

(CTRL X) — Cancels the current escape se-
quence.
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% SPECIAL MODES AND KEYS

NOTE, Thefollowing descriptions give Heathmode escapesequences. For ANSI escape
sequences, refer to the "Appendix."

CURSOR FUNCTIONS

Cursor Home — ESC H — [Shift 5 (HOME) ofkeypad]
Moves the cursor to the first character position on the first line (home).

Cursor Forward — ESC C — [Shift 6 (->) of keypad]
Moves the cursor one character positionto theright. If thecursor is at theend of the line,
it will remain there.

Cursor Backward — ESC D — [ Shift 4 {<-) of keypad ]
Moves thecursor one character positiontothe left (backspaces) .If the cursor is at the start
(left end) of a line, it will remain there.

Cursor Down — ESC B — [ Shift 2 ( 4- ) of keypad]
Moves thecursor down one line. If the cursor is at thebottom line, it will remain there;
however, a scroll will not occur.

Cursor Up — ESC A — [Shift 8 (t) of keypad]
Moves thecursor up oneline. If thecursor is at thetop line, it will remain there; however,
a scroll will not occur.

* Reverse Index — ESC I —This isareverse linefeed. It causes thecursor to move upward
one line. If the cursor is at the top line it will remain there. However, any text on the
screen will be scrolled downward one line.

CursorPosition Report— ESC n—Reports theposition of thecursor intheform ofESC V
line# column#. The following BASIC program gives an example of its use.

NOTE: The computer response in thefollowingexample depends on theposition of the
cursor.

0001DPRINT "PRESS RETURN"

;

CHRS ( 27)

;

"n"
DOO2D LINE INPUT

; A$

Whenyou run theprogramandpush theRETURNkey, thecomputer response will be:

27 89 55 44

Here the 27 equals ESC, 89 equals V, 55 is the line# (55-31 =24), and 44 is thecolumn#
(44-31 = 13). (See "Direct Cursor Addressing.") Therefore, the reported cursor position

ys:
ESC V column# 13

00030 BS=LEFTS ( AS , I )
00040 AS=RIGHTS(AS,LEN(AS)-1)
00050 PRINT ASC(BS) ,
00060 IF LEN(AS)>O THEN 30
00070 END

line# 24
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Save Cursor Position — ESC j — The present cursor position is saved so the cursor can
bereturned there lateron the "Settopreviously savedposition" command. "Demonstra- £
tionProgram #2" in the "Appendix" of this Manual givesanexample of thisfeature ina
BASIC program.

SettoPreviously Saved Position — ESCk — Returns thecursor to the positionwhere it
was when it received the "Save cursor position" command.

Direct Cursor Addressing—ESC V — Allows thecomputerto control theposition of the
cursor on the screen by entering the escape code, theASCII character which represents
the line number, and the ASCII character which represents the column number.

The first line and the left column are both 32 10 and increasefrom there.The number 32 10
isusedbecauseit is thesmallest value of theprintingcharacters. All values less than 32 10

are control codes, which can interfere with operating sequences of some computers.

Since the lines are numbered from 1 to 24 (from top tobottom) and the columns from 1 to
80 (from left to right), you must add the proper line and column numbers to 31 10. Then
convert these decimal numbers to their equivalent ASCII characters and enter them in
the following order:

ESC V line # (ASCII character) column # (ASCII character)

For example, toplace the cursor at line 20, column 40, you will first have to add 31 in to
the line number to find the value of the line #.

D
Then use the "ASCII Characters" chart (in the "Appendix") to find theASCII character
that corresponds to 51 10. In this case, it is the number 3. Next, add 31 10 to the column
number to find the actual value of the column #.

Again, use theASCII chart tofind theASCII character that corresponds to 71,„, which is
the symbol G.

To demonstratethis example,make sure theOFFLINE key is down. ThentypeESC V 3 G.
The cursor should move to line 20, column 40.

Ifyou specify a line # that does notexist on the screen, the cursor will remain in the line
it is presently in. If you specify a column # that does not exist on the screen, thecursor
will move to the right-most column.

"Demonstration Program #1" in the "Appendix" of this Manual shows you how this
feature is used in a BASIC program.

ERASING AND EDITING

Clear Display (SHIFT ERASE) — ESC E — Erases all the information on the screen. The
screen is filled with spaces and the cursor is placed in the home position.

"

31 + 20 = 51 10

31 + 40 = 7110
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% "Demonstration Program #1" in the "Appendix" of this Manual shows you how thisfeature is used in a BASIC program.

Erase Beginning ofDisplay — ESC b — Erases the display from the start of the screen tothe cursor position, and includes the cursor position.

Erase toEnd ofPage (ERASE Key) — ESC J—Erases all theinformation from thecursor(including the cursor position) to the end of the page.

Erase Entire Line — ESC 1 — Erases the entire line, including the cursor position.

Erase Beginning ofLine — ESC o — Erases from the beginning of the line to thecursorposition, and includes the cursor position.

Eraseto End ofLine— ESC X —Erases from thecursor (including thecursorposition) tothe end of the line.

Insert Line — ESC L — [ Shift 1 (IL) of keypad ]
Inserts a new blank line by moving the line that the cursor is on, and all following lines,
down one line. Then the cursor is moved to the beginning of the blank line.

Delete Line — ESC M — [Shift 3 (DL) of keypad]
Deletes thecontents of the line that thecursor is on, places thecursor at thebeginning of
the line, moves all the following lines up one line, and adds a blank line at line 24.

Character — ESC N — [ Shift 9 (DC) of keypad]
the character at the cursor position and shifts any existing textthat is to theright

of the cursor, and on the same line, one character position to the left.

Enter Insert Character Mode — ESC @ — [shift 7 (IC) of keypad]
Lets you insert characters or words into textalready displayed on the screen. The first
time you type

IC,

the Terminal enters the Insert Character Mode. You can then use the
cursor controls toplace thecursor at the point where you want to insertcharacters. As
you typein the desiredcharacters, any existing textdirectly above and to theright of the
cursor is shifted to the right. This feature lets you add letters or words to existing text
without having tore-type the whole text. When you finish inserting characters, type IC
againto exit the Insert Character Mode.The Terminal transmitsanESC @ to enter,and an
ESC O to exit the Insert Character Mode.

Exit Insert Character Mode — ESC O — Exits the Insert Character Mode. See "Enter
Insert Character Mode" above.

CONFIGURATION

Reset to Power-Up Configuration — ESC z — Nullifies all previously set escape modes
andreturns tothepower-up configurationset by switches S4Ol and 5402 on the terminal
logic circuit board.

NOTE: If characters aresent to theTerminal during this "reset" time, several characters
maybe lost while the Terminal isresetting. If abasic program, for example, calls for an

*ESC z tobe printed, be sure the computer delays and does not immediately send other
characters to the Terminals.
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Modify The Baud Rate — ESC r — Initially, thebaud rate is set by the switches on the £
terminal logic circuit board. However,you can change thebaud rate from thekeyboard.
To do this, type ESC r followed by the appropriate letter given below:

Example: If thebaudrate switches onthe terminal logic circuit boardareset to 4800 baud
and you want to communicate with the computer at 9600 baud, just type ESC r L.

Thebaud ratereverts back to thebaud rate set by the switches onthecircuit board when
you RESET the Terminal (RESET and right-hand SHIFT keys) or when you turn the
Terminal off and then back on.

Set Mode — ESC x — Certain operating modes can be enabled and disabled from the
keyboard. To enablethe

functions,

type ESCxfollowedby the appropriatenumber given
below:

1 = Enable 25th line. The 25th line is available as a line that is totally separate
from the normally-used 24 lines. You might use this line, for example, to
identifythe user functions keys with labels which correspond to thefunction
that your computer provides when it receives these function key escape _^,
codes. Or you might use it to display information concerning the status of "/
your computer while a program is running.

Theonly waytoplace thecursor onthe 25th line isto enablethe 25th line and
then use "CursorAddressing." Once on the 25th line, the terminal acts like a
1-line terminal ("erase in display" commands only operate on the 25th line)
until you use cursor addressing toplace the cursor on one of the other24 lines
of theTerminal. This is a goodplace to usethe "SaveCursorPosition" and the
"SetCursor ToPreviously SavedPosition" routines. With theseroutines, the
current cursor position can be saved, yourroutine can address the 25th line,
write information on the 25th line, and return to the "remembered" cursor
location without your program having to remember that location. "Demon-
stration Program #2" in the "Appendix" of this Manual gives an example of
these features in a BASIC program.

2 = No key click. This function turns off the key click,

3 = Hold screen mode. See "Enter Hold Screen Mode" for a description of this
function.

4 = Block cursor. Produces a cursor that fills the entire character position.

5 = Cursor off. Turns off the cursor so there is no cursor at all.

6 = Keypad shifted. See "EnterKeypad Shifted Mode" for a description of this
function. I

A=llo G=2ooo
H = 2400
1=3600
J=4Boo
X = 7200
L = 9600

B = 150
C=3oo
D=600
E= 1200
F=lBoo
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7 - Alternate keypad mode. See "EnterAlternateKeypad Mode" for a description
" of this function.

8 = Auto line feed on receipt of CR. A line feed is automatically performed (in
addition to a CARRIAGERETURN) whena CARRIAGE RETURN isreceived.

9 = Auto CR on receipt of line feed. A CARRIAGE RETURN is automatically
performed (in addition to a line feed) when a line feed is received.

Example: If you want to turn off the cursor, type ESC x 5.

These functions default back to their initial states (as set by switches S4Ol and 5402 on
the terminal logic circuit board) when the Terminal is reset (RESET and right-hand
SHIFTkeys) or when you turnthe Terminal off and thenback on again. You canalso reset
these functions using the Reset Mode escape codes (ESC y). See below.

Reset Mode — ESC y — Resets the "Set Mode"functions to their initial states. To reset a
function, type ESC y followed by the appropriate number givenbelow.

1 = Disable 25th line
2 = Enable key click
3 = Exit hold screen mode
4 = Underscore cursor

7 = Exit alternate keypad mode
fe 8 = No auto line feed

9 = No auto CR

See "Set Modes" above.

Enter ANSI Mode— ESC < — Enters theANSI mode. See the "Appendix" intherear of
this Manual for the definition and descriptions of theANSI mode escape codes.

MODES OF OPERATION

Enter Hold ScreenMode— ESC [ — TheHold Screen Modeallows you tocontrol when
new information is printed on the screen. This is especially useful when you arereading
lists or looking for a particular part of a program. Push the OFF LINE key to its down
positionand thentype ESC [ to enter theHold Screen Mode. Then, after yourelease the
OFFLINE key, each time you type the SCROLL key a new line of text will appear on the
bottom line and the top line of textwill scroll up and off the screen. If you type SHIFT
SCROLL, a whole new page (24 lines) of text will be scrolled onto the screen. Press the
OFF LINE key to its down position and type ESC \ to exit the Hold Screen Mode.
Remember: in this mode, when the cursor is at the start ofa line of text, theTerminal is
probably waitingfor a scroll command.

This mode requires that the host computer respond to XON and XOFF.

Exit Hold Screen Mode — ESC \ — Exits the Hold Screen Mode. See "Enter Hold
"toeen Mode" above.

5 = Cursor on
6 = Keypad unshifted
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Enter ReverseVideo Mode — ESC p — The characters displayed on the screen can also A
be displayed in reverse video,a black character on a whitebackground. TypeESC p to
enter the Reverse Video Mode, and ESC q to exit the Reverse Video Mode.

The following BASIC program shows you how to send the escapecodes to theTerminal
to enter and exit the reverse video mode.

00010 REM Reverse Video Demonstration
00020 PRINT "This is a demonstration of the
00030 PRINT CHR$(27);"p";

00040 PRINT "reverse video
00050 PRINT CHRS(27) ;"q";
00060 PRINT " feature."
00070 END

Exit ReverseVideoMode—ESC q— Exits the ReverseVideo Mode. See "EnterReverse
Video Mode" above.

Enter Graphics Mode — ESC F — The graphics mode lets you display 33 special
symbols. Refer to the "Graphic ModeSymbols" in the "Appendix"of this Manual. Type
ESC F to enter theGraphics Mode. Then typeany of the 26 lower-casekeys or the seven
other symbol keys that correspond to the graphic symbols. Type ESC G to exit the
Graphics Mode. Youcan place theTerminal intheReverseVideo Modewhile it is in the
Graphics Mode to increase the number of graphic symbols.

"Demonstration Program #1" in the "Appendix" of this Manual shows you how this
feature is used in a BASIC program. \)

Exit Graphics Mode— ESC G — Exits the Graphics Mode. See "EnterGraphics Mode"
above.

Enter Keypad Shifted Mode— ESC t — Theshifted functions that thekeypad transmits
normally require you-to press and hold the SHIFT key whenyou type one of thekeys.
You can typeESC t to enter theShifted Keypad Modeso that you do not needtohold the
SHIFT key to obtain theunshifted functions. However,if you place theTerminal inthe
Shifted Keypad Mode and you need to use theunshifted functions (numbers), you will
have to press and hold the SHIFT key to obtain them. Type ESC v to exit the Shifted
Keypad Mode.

Exit Keypad Shifted Mode — ESC v — Exits the Keypad Shiifted Mode. See "Enter
Keypad Shifted Mode" above.

t
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A Enter Alternate Keypad Mode — ESC = — The codes sent to the computer from the
Terminal Keypad normally include the numbers, period, ENTER, and (when shifted)
some special cursor movement and editing functions. You can change these keypad
codes using the Alternate Keypad Mode to transmit specific escape codes that your
computer may respond to.

Type ESC = to enter and ESC > to exit the Alternate Keypad Mode.

Thefollowing chart lists the escape codes sentby theTerminal in theAlternateKeypad
Mode.

Exit Alternate Keypad Mode— ESC > — Exits the AlternateKeypad Mode. See "Enter
Alternate Keypad Mode" above.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

Keyboard Disabled — ESC } — Inhibits the output of the keyboard.

Keyboard Enabled — ESC { — A computer-sent code that enables the keyboard after it
was inhibited by a "Keyboard Disabled" command.

Wrap Around atEnd ofLine— ESC v — 81st character ona line is automatically placed
in the first character position on thenext line. The page scrolls up if necessary.

Discard at End of Line — ESC w — After the 80th character in a line, the characters
overprint. Therefore, only the last character received will be displayed in position 80.

IdentifyasVT52* (ESC/ X)—ESC Z —TheTerminalresponds to interrogationwith ESC
/ X to indicate that it can perform as a VTS2.

>
*Registered Trademark, DEC Corporation
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Transmit 25th Line — ESC ]

Transmit Page — ESC #
The transmit functions (Transmit 25th Line and Transmit Page) are the same exceptfor
the source of the data transmitted. Your computer may have a special routine (which is
required for this function to work) so it can accept the transmitted codes.

Basically (assuming thatthemode has notchanged) , thedata is transmitted the same as it
appears on theCRT. This includes all 1920characters (24 lines of80 characters), or the 80
characters of the 25th line. However, it is possible that the actual number of characters
transmitted will be more than 1920. If graphic characters, reverse video characters, or
both areencountered, theproper escapesequencefor entering therespective modes will
be transmitted. When one orboth of these parameters no longer apply, the appropriate
escape sequence will then be sent to exit the mode.

The escapesequencewhich is sent is determinedbywhether theTerminal is in theHeath
mode or the ANSI mode. The sequence will be the same as that which was sent to the
Terminal (or entered from the keyboard) to cause the Terminal to enter and/or exit the
reverse video and graphic character modes.
Following the transmission of the last character, a CARRIAGE RETURN is sent and the
bell will sound.

If a transmit page is executed (ESC #), only lines 1 through 24 are transmitted. If you
want to transmit the 25th line, you must ask for that specifically (ESC ] ). This operates
the same asthe transmit pageexcept that only the 80 characters of the 25th line (and any
necessary escape sequences) are transmitted and followed by a CARRIAGE RETURN. In
the event that the 25th line is notenabled, only a CARRIAGE RETURN will be transmit-
ted.

Special Function Keys

Theeight special functionkeys (f1, f2 ,f3 , f4 , f5 , Blue, Red, and Gray) on the toprow of the
keyboard transmit two-character escape codes to the computer. You can define the
meaningsofeach of thesekeys to suit yourparticular application (your softwareprogram
must recognize the particular escape codes associated with the keys). See the "Appen-
dix."

SUMMARY OF KEYPAD FUNCTIONS

The keypad can operate in any one of four modes: normal unshifted, normal shifted,
alternate unshifted, and alternate shifted. Then, within each of thesemodes, you can use
the SHIFT key shifted or unshifted. (See "Enter Keypad Shifted Mode" and "Enter
Alternate Keypad Mode.")

Normal Unshifted — This is the normal operatingmode.

Example: TYPE TERMINAL
TRANSMITS

3 3

SHIFT 3 DL (Delete Line)
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Normal Shifted — ESC t to enter; ESC v to exit — The normal functions are inverted.

Example: TYPE TERMINAL
TRANSMITS

3 DL (Delete Line)

SHIFT 3 3

Alternate Unshifted — ESC = to enter; ESC > to exit — This is the normal alternatemode.
Example: TYPE TERMINAL

TRANSMITS

3 ESC ? s (Heath escape code)

DL (Delete Line)SHIFT 3

Alternate Shifted — ESC t ESC = to enter; ESC v ESC > to exit — The normal alternate
functions are now inverted.

Example: TYPE TERMINAL
TRANSMITS

> 3 DL (Delete Line)

SHIFT 3 ESC ? s (Heath escape code)

See the "Appendix" for actual codes sent and for ANSI codes.
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READJUSTMENT

This section contains several adjustments that you
may need to make to properly maintain your Video
Terminal. You will have to remove or tilt back the
cabinet shell in order toreach the controls, coils, and
adjustments called for in thissection. To dothis,refer
to the inset drawing on Pictorial 1 and carefullyre-

move the cabinet shell back.

( ) Adjust the VERT SIZE control R226 (on the
video circuit board) so the display is approxi-
mately 6" high.

( ) Refer toPictorial 10 and rotate thering magnets
on theback of theyoke to center the display on
the screen.

( ) Adjust BRIGHTNESS control R216 until a
blinking cursor (underline) appears at the top
left corner of the screen.

( ) On the terminal logic circuit board (seePicto-
rial 3), set section2 of switch 5402 downto its 1
position to enable the "wrap around" mode. $

NOTE: When power is turned on, do not touch the
flyback

transformer,

the high voltage lead, or the
anodesocket attheback of theCRT, asit ispossible to
receive an electrical shock from these areas. Also, to
lessenthechances ofan electrical shock while you are
making adjustments, keep your other hand awayfrom
this unit and all other metallic objects.

( ) Plug inthe line cord and setthePOWER switch
to ON.

Refer to Pictorial 9 (Illustration Booklet, Page 2) for
the locations of controls on the video circuit board.

( ) After a short warm-up time, a lightraster should
appear on the screen. If it does not, adjust Gl
control R268 counterclockwise (as viewedfrom
the left side), to cause the raster to appear.

( ) If the display is slanted, loosen theyoke clamp
screw slightlyand slowly turn theyoke toprop-
erly line up theraster on the screen. SeePicto-
rial 10.

PICTORIAL 10 fj
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£ ( ) Set the OFFLINE and CAPSLOCK keys to their
▼ down positions.

( ) Hold the "Z" key and the REPEAT key down
and fill the screen with characters.

( ) Adjust HORIZ CENTERING control R253 to
center the display horizontally within the ras-
ter.

( ) Adjust VERT LINEARITY control R228 so that
the top and bottom rows of characters are of
uniform size.

NOTE: You should make the next adjustment in a
darkened room.

( ) Turn Gl control R268 clockwise (as viewed
from the left) until the raster just disappears.

( ) If the display width is notapproximately 8-1/2",
adjust WIDTH coil L204 to correct the width
size.

( ) Adjust BRIGHTNESS control R216 to obtain the
brightness that is most suitable to you.

( ) Adjust FOCUS control R271 for the best focus.

( ) Recheckthe display for proper alignment of the
screen. If necessary, rotate the yoke a small
amount. Then tighten the yoke clamp screw
only enough to hold the yoke from turning.

( ) Set the POWER switch to OFF and disconnect
the line cord.

( ) Set section 2of switch 5402 (on the terminal
logic circuit board) up to its 0 position.

\

wmrm^—wmmmmm———m—m—mmmm—mmm———mm—m
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IN CASE OF DIFFICULTY

This section of theManual is divided into two parts.
The first part titled "General Troubleshooting Infor-
mation," only pertains toyour Terminal ifyou built it
from a kit. It describes what to do about difficulties
that may occur during orright after you assemble the
Terminal.

The second part, titled "Troubleshooting Charts,"
lists problems or conditions that might occur. The

"Possible Cause" column lists the components as-
sociated with theproblem. This will help you relate a
problem to the Schematic and Circuit Description.

Refer to the "Circuit Board X-Ray Views" (Illustration
Booklet, Pages 3 thru 5) for the physical location of
parts on the circuit boards.

GENERAL TROUBLESHOOTING INFORMATION

This section of the Manual applies to your Terminal
only if you assembled it from a kit.

NOTE: The followingchecks will be most effective if
you apply them to one part of the kit at a time.

1. Recheck the wiring. Trace each lead incolored
pencil on the Pictorial as it is checked. It is
frequently helpful to have a friend check your
work. Some one who is not familiar with the
unit may notice something you have consis-
tently overlooked.

2. About 90% of the kits that are returned for repair
do not function properly due to poor connec-
tions and soldering. Therefore, you can elimi-
nate many troubles by carefully inspecting the
connections to make sure they are soldered as

described inthe "Soldering" information at the
beginning of the Assembly Manual. Reheat any
doubtful connections. Be sure all wires are sol-
dered at places where several wires are con-
nected.

3 . Check each circuit board foil tobe sure thereare
no solder bridges between adjacent connec-
tions. Remove any solder bridges by holding a
clean soldering iron tip between the two points
that are bridged until the excess solder flows
down onto the tip of the soldering iron.

4. Check each resistor value carefully. A resistor
that is discolored, orcracked, or shows any sign
of bulging would indicate that it is faulty and
should be replaced.
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Be sure each diode is carefully installed with the
banded end positioned correctly.

Check all component leads connected to the cir-
cuit boards. Make sure the leads do not extend
through the circuit board and come in contact
with other connections or parts.

The components listed in the "Possible Cause"
column of the "Troubleshooting Chart" are the
most likely causes (but not necessarily the only
cause) of a problem. When you check these
components, look first for the following items:

— Parts installed incorrectly or backwards.
This pertains especially to diodes, elec-

trolytic and tantalum capacitors, and inte-
grated circuits.

— Unsoldered or inadequately soldered parts.
Reheat the connections in the area of a
problem.

— Incorrect or interchanged parts. Check the
part numbers on the diodes and integrated
circuits.

NOTE: In an extreme case where you are unable to
resolve a difficulty, refer to the "Customer Service"
information inside the rear cover of the Manual. Your
"Warranty" is located inside the front cover.
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TROUBLESHOOTING CHARTS

The following charts list conditions and possible
causes of several specific malfunctions. If aparticular
part is mentioned (Q213 for example) as a possible
cause, check that part and other components con-
nected to that part to see that they are installed and/or
wired correctly. Also check for solder bridges and
poor connections in the surrounding area. It is also
possible, onrare occasions, for a part to be faultyand
require replacement.

WARNING: Measure the anode voltage only with an approved
high voltage probe.
CAUTION: Neveroperate theTerminal unless theshort black
ground wire coming from the corner of the video board is
connected to the CRT ground.

t
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POWER SUPPLY PROBLEMS
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I SHIPPING INFORMATION
In an extremecase where you are unable toresolve a
difficulty, you may wantto take your Video Terminal
toyour local Heathkit Service Center or ship it to the
Heath Company.

If you can isolate theproblem to a particular circuit
board, take (orsend) only thatcircuit board forrepair.
This will save shipping cost and service expense.

Whenever possible, take your Video Terminal (or cir-
cuit board) to your local Heathkit Electronic Center
for service. Consult your Heathkit Catalog for the lo-
cations of the Electronic Centers.

However, if itbecomes necessary toship thecomplete
unit to the Heath Company, refer to the "Customer
Service" information inside the rear cover of the
Manual and securely pack the Video Terminal. Be
sure to close the top and latch it in place.

*

\
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Refer to the Schematic Diagram and the Block Dia-
gram while you read this "Circuit Description."

100-199 Parts mounted on the power supply
circuit board.

To help you locate parts in the Terminal or on the
Schematic, the circuit component numbers (Rl,
ClOl,L3Ol, etc.) for resistors, capacitors, coils, trans-
istors, and integrated circuits are in the following
groups:

200-299 Parts mounted on the video circuit
board.

300-399 Parts mounted on thekeyboard circuit
board.

0-99 Parts mounted on the molded chassis
base or bezel.

400-499 Parts mounted on the logic circuit
board.

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD

The primary circuit of the power supply consists of
slow-blowfuse Fl , ON/OFF switch SWI ,120V/240V
switch SW2, HIGH/LOW line switch

SW3,

and the
primary windings of transformer Tl.

Thered secondarywindings of transformer T1 supply
AC to diode bridge rectifier DlO9-Dll2. The 65-volt
rectified output of the bridge is filtered by capacitor
Cl. It is used to power the video circuits.

The yellow secondary winding of Tl supplies AC to
the diode bridge rectifier DlO5-DlOB. The rectified
outputof thebridge (8.5 VDC) is filtered by capacitor
ClO3 and is used on the logic circuit board.

The green-yellow secondary windings supply
center-tapped 30 VAC to diode bridge rectifier
DlOl-DlO4. The rectified outputs of thebridge (±l6
VDC) are filtered by capacitors ClO2 and ClO4. These
outputs are used on the logic circuit board.

INTERCONNECTION AND GROUNDING

The three power supplies (+65, +8.5, and ±16) are
not interconnected on the power supply circuit
board. Instead, they pick up their appropriate
grounds at the circuit boards they power. The +65-
-volt video supply connects to + and ground points on
the video circuit board.The externalconductive coat-
ing of the CRT and the CRT socket arc-ring both con-
nect directly to the video circuit board ground.

The +9-volt and ±16-volt supplies connect directly
to the logic circuit board with no common grounds
until they meet at the terminal logic circuit board.

This grounding method produces two independent
operating systemsthat donot interact with each other
except through thesignal ground and sync/video in-
puts. In the event of a CRT arc, the arc discharge
current is confined to the video circuit board and it
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does not induce transients into the logic circuits. connects tothepower cord ground, along with all the
exposed metal surfaces.

The logic/video systemis also floatingwith respect to
the ground wire of the power cord. The protective
ground input (pin 1) of the EIA R5232 connector

The signal ground input (pin 7) of the EIA R5232
connectorconnects to the logic circuit board ground.

VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD
POWER SUPPLY

The unregulated 65-volts DC from thepower supply
circuit board enters the video circuit board at plug
P202, pins 2 and 3. Assume that theTerminal has just
been turned on and the output of the +53-volt reg-
ulator is at zero volts. The base current of Q209 is
supplied throughresistors R201,R202, and R203. The
collector current of Q209 causes Q2ll to turn on and
supply current to the base of Q213. As the output
voltage at the emitter of Q213 rises, D204 begins to
supply current to zener diode D203 through resistor
R202. D203 stabilizes at 12.8 volts and provides a
reference for the output voltage. The divider formed
by resistors R207 and R2OB samples the output volt-
age as it continues torise, and applies afraction of the
voltage to the emitter of Q209. When the emitter vol-
tageof Q209reaches 12.15volts (12.8 -.65), its collec-
tor current is reduced to a value thatkeeps theoutput
voltage stabilized at +53 volts.

Resistor R2ll samples the current supplied to the
load by Q213, and generatesa voltage that is applied
to the base of Q212. If the current exceeds about 1.1
amperes, Q212 turns on and shunts current from the
base of Q2ll, which, in turn, prevents the output
current from exceeding 1.1 amperes.

D205 and R212 form another zener regulator that
supplied 6.2 volts DC to the video amplifier and 6
volts DC to the horizontal section through R213.

VIDEO AMPLIFIER

The video amplifier is a conventional cascode
amplifier. The video signal enters the circuitboard at
plug P202, pin 4. The level of this video signal is set
by Brightness control R216. It is thenapplied through
R21 7 to the base of Q215. The base of Q214 is biased
by the 6.2-volt supply. The signal at the collector of
Q214 is coupled through resistor Rl to the cathode of
the CRT. L2Ol, which is in series with collector load
resistor R215 provideshigh frequency compensation.

VERTICAL SECTION

The vertical portion of the video circuit board con-
sists of two sections, a sweep generator and an
amplifier.

The sweep (or ramp) generator consists of C2ll,
C212, R227, and Q2Ol. Capacitors C2ll and C212
charge to +53 volts throughresistor R227 to generate
theramp. Thisramp voltage is applied to theanode of
Q2Ol, a programmable unijunction transistor. The
gate of the unijunction is biased at a voltage deter-
mined by R222, R223, D2Ol, and R224. When the
anode voltage charges to the gate voltage, Q2Ol con-
ducts and discharges C2ll to ground through L202.
As the discharge current decreases to zero volts, the
unijunction stopsconducting and thecapacitors start
to charge again through R227.

The ramp voltage is applied to thebase of Darlington
voltage follower Q202. The emitter voltage of Q202 is
fed back to the junctionof C2ll and C212 to linearize
the exponentialramp. ResistorR229 and VertLinear-
ity control R228 determine the amount of correction
applied to the ramp. The amplitude of the ramp is
determined by R225 and theVert Sizecontrol, R226.

The free-running frequency of the oscillator is
slightly less than 60 Hz, the normal sweeprate. Verti-
cal sync pulses, which enter thecircuit board at plug
P202, pin 6, are coupled through R221, C2OB, and
D2Ol to the gate of transistor Q2Ol. The negative-
going pulse lowers the gatevoltage below theanode
voltage and Q2Ol immediately conducts, discharging
C2ll and C212 before the free-running trip point is
reached. Each succeeding sync pulsekeeps the oscil-
lator synchronized with thevertical sync signal gen-
erated by the CRT controller on the logic circuit
board.

Theamplifier portion of thevertical circuitry is com-
posed of Q203, Q204, Q205, Q206, Q207, and Q2OB.

Under steady-state conditions, with no ramp signal

i*i
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applied to the base of transistor Q204, the collector
currents of Q203 and Q204 are determined by bias
string R232, R233, R234, R235, and emitterresistors
R236 and R241. Thecollector current of Q203 is nom-
inally 3 milliamperes, and the collector current of
Q204 is nominally 2 milliamperes. The difference (1
milliampere) between the two, supplies base current
to drivertransistor Q205, which drives outputtransis-
tors Q207 and Q2OB. Diode D202 and resistor R244
bias transistors Q207 and Q2OB so that there isenough
idle current to eliminate crossover distortion. Trans-
istor Q206 is a current source that provides base cur-
rent for Q2OB and thebias network, D202 and R244.
The outputvoltage at the junctionofR246 and R247 is
fed back to thebias string through R239 to keep the
output stable at about 25 volts.

When theramp signal is applied to the input of the
amplifier through C213, thecollector current of Q204
is varied as a function of the amplitude of the ramp
voltage. The differencebetween the currents of Q203
and Q204 drives the outputs through Q205. The out-
put voltage is fed through C217 to thevertical deflec-
tion yoke. Resistor R248, which is in series with the
yoke, generates a voltage proportional to the yoke
current. This voltage is fed back to thebase of Q203
(negativefeedback), which changes its collector cur-
rent tokeep the yoke current directly proportional to
the input ramp voltage.

HORIZONTAL SECTION

Thehorizontal portion of thevideo circuit board con-
sists of three sections:

Time delay and pulse shaping.

Horizontal deflection.

High voltage supplies.

The time delay and pulse shaping circuits are
triggered by the horizontal sync pulses that come
from the logic circuit board. They generate a time
delay that provides horizontal centering and a pulse
of the proper width to drive the horizontal sweep
system.

The horizontal deflection system transfers energy
from the power supply to theyoke in order to sweep
the beam across the face of the CRT. The high voltage
supplies generate the anode and grid voltages that
operate the CRT.

TIME DELAY AND PULSE SHAPING

The horizontal sync pulses enter the circuit board at
plug P202, pin 1. These pulses are then coupled
through R249,

C2lB,

and D207 to U2Ol. The trailing
edge of each pulse triggers U2Ol, a monostable mul-
tivibrator, causing the output (pin 3) to go high. The
width of the output pulse is determined by C221,
R254 and Horizontal Centering control R253. When
the output pulse from U2Ol goes low, it triggers
monostable U202. The 20 microsecond output pulse
of Q202 (pin 3) is determinedbyC224 and R256. This
pulse drives horizontal driver transistor Q216.

HORIZONTAL DEFLECTION

Transistor Q216 and driver transformer T2Ol drive
horizontal output transistor Q217, which, in turn,
drives the horizontal output transformer (flyback
transformer) and the yoke. The positive-going pulse
from U202 is coupled through the parallel combina-
tion of R257 and C225 to thebase of Q216. During the
time the pulse is high, the collector current of Q216
flows throughtheprimary of T201. Thephasing of the
transformer is such that thesecondary output voltage
during this time is negative and keeps Q217 turned
off. While Q216 is turned on and current flows
through the primary, energy is stored in T2Ol.

When the output pulse from U202 returns to zero
volts, Q216 turns off, its collector current decreasesto
zero volts, the secondary voltage of T2Ol goes posi-
tive,and Q217 starts to conduct. The energy stored in
the transformer isconverted tobase current and keeps
Q217 turned on for the rest of the cycle. The trans-
former inductance, R261, R262, C227, and L203 con-
trol the base current decay and insure the best effi-
ciency of the output transistor.

Transistor Q217 is a switch that controls the flow of
energy through the deflection components. When
Q217 is turned on, current flows from thepower sup-
ply through the primary of horizontal output trans-
former T2 and through the horizontal yoke, L204,
L205, and C233 to ground. During this time, theyoke
current increases linearly and thebeam is deflectedto
to the right of the screen. When it reaches the right
edge, driver transistor Q216 turns on and output
transistor Q217 turns off. The energy that was stored
in theyoke(along with theenergy stored in theprim-
ary of T2) is transferred to C229 in the form of a
half-wave voltage pulse with an amplitude of 550
volts. During this cycle, thecurrent through theyoke
goes to zero and the beam returns to the center of the
crrppn
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Capacitor C229nowdischarges into the yoke, induct-
ing a current in theopposite direction, deflecting the
beam to the left side of the screen. As the voltage
across C229 decreases to zero volts, the resonant cir-
cuit of C229, theyoke, and theprimary of T2 tries to
oscillate in a negative direction. The energy transfer-
red to the yoke by C229 now provides the sweep
current for the first half of the scan and charges C233
through damper diode, D2OB.

Shortlybeforethebeam reaches the center (before the
yoke current reaches zero), transistor Q216 is turned
off by U202 andQ2l7 is turned on. For a brief period,
both D2OB and Q217 are conducting in opposite di-
rections. D2OB is conducting the yoke current and
Q217 is conducting theprimary current of T2. Trans-
istor Q2 17 turns onearly to guaranteea smooth transi-
tion from negative to positive yoke current.

Thevalue of C233 is chosen toprovide "S"shaping of
the current waveform through the yoke. This com-
pensates for stretching at the left and right edges of
the screen. Since the deflected beam sweeps a wider
area at the edges than it does at the center for a given
deflection angle, the current is decreased slightly at
the left and right edges.

Width coil L204 is in series with the yoke and its
reactancecan be adjusted to change the total current
through the yoke. If its reactance is high, the yoke
current is slightly decreased and the scan width is
reduced. If its reactance is low, the scan width is
increased.

Vertical linearity coil L205 is a nonlinear inductor
that provides further linearity correction that cannot
be provided by C233 alone.

HIGH VOLTAGE SUPPLIES

The flyback voltage pulse developed at the collector
of Q217 during the horizontal retrace is rectified by
D2ll and C232 to provide approximately 500 volts
DC. This voltage, which is filtered further by R276,
C236, C237, and C238 is coupled through R4 to the
CRT grid 2 (G2).

The same flybackpulse is transformer coupled to the
secondary of T2 and rectified by D209 and C231 to
generatea -100-volt DC supply.

Resistor R272 and Focus control R271 form a voltage
divider between the +500-volt and the -100-volt
supplies toprovide a bias voltagefor grid 4 (thefocus
grid). Thisvoltage is coupled throughR275 and R3 to
the CRT.

Another voltage divider consisting of D212, R267,
and Gl control R268, between the +55-volt and
-100-volt supplies, provides a bias voltagefor grid 1
of the CRT.

The flyback pulse is also coupled to another secon-
dary of transformer T2 , thehigh voltagewinding. The
output pulse from this winding is about +15,000
volts. It is rectified by Dl (in the anode lead) and
filtered by the internal capacitance of the CRT to
provide theanode(oraccelerator)voltagefor theCRT.

Occasionally, the voltage stored in the internal
capacitance of the CRT arcs over to the other elec-
trodes. An arc ring built into the tube socket, and
C234 (a capacitor with a parallel spark gap), in con-
juctionwith seriesresistors Rl, R2, R3, and R4, limit
the amountof arc energy on the video circuit board to
a safe value.

The video circuit board also has a discharge circuit
that shorts the -100-volt supply to ground when the
Terminal is turned off. This increases the beam cur-
rent and discharges the high voltage so that a spot
does not appear after the Terminal is turned off. A
spot at thecenter of the tube could damage thephos-
phor.

When the Terminal is turned on, C235 charges
throughR274 and D213 to +53 volts. When the Ter-
minal is turned off and the +53-volt supply starts to
decrease, C235applies a negative voltage to the base
of Q2lB. This turns Q2lB on and discharges the
-100-volt supply.

Flyback transformer T2 also has a filament winding
that supplies 6.3 volts AC at 450 milliamperes to
power the CRT filament.
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TheTerminal logic board consists of seven functional
blocks:

1. Power supplies.

2. Keyboard encoder and configuration logic.

3. Processor/CPU.

4. Master clock and system logic.

5. Communications.

6. CRT and memory control.

7. Display memory, character generator, and
video control logic.

The integratedcircuits ineach block arenumbered as
follows:

U4Ol-U405 Power supplies.

U4ll-U419 Master clock and system logic.

U421-U429 Processor, ROM, RAM, pro-
cessor control logic.

U430-U437 Keyboard encoder and config-
uration logic.

U451-U453 Communications and
I/O drivers.

U461-U466 CRT and memory control.

U467-U479 Display memory, character
generator,
and video control
logic.

POWER SUPPLIES

Integrated circuits U4Ol and U402 provide tworegu-
lated 5-volt supplies. U4Ol supplies 5-volts DCfor the
left half of thecircuit board, while U402 supplies the
right half of the circuit board. U403 supplies +12
volts DC, U404 supplies -12 volts DC, and U405

TERMINAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD

supplies -5.2 volts DC. These integrated circuits are
internally protected against short circuits, overloads,
and high temperatures. Capacitors C4Ol, C403, C405,
and C407 at the inputs of the regulators stabilize the
supplies, while capacitors C402, C404, C406, C4OB,
C409, and C440 improve thetransientresponse of the
regulators. C4OB serves as theinput stability capacitor
for U405 and as the output capacitorfor U404.

MASTER CLOCK AND SYSTEM LOGIC

Clock And Sealers

The master clock is a 12.288 MHz crystal-controlled
oscillator. Crystal

Y4Ol,

with C4ll,C413, and U4IIE
form the oscillator. The series combination of C4ll
and C413 serve as theload capacitance for thecrystal.
U4IIE is the gain stage. Resistors R404 and R405 bias
U4IIE into its linear region, while C412 bypasses any
AC feedback through the tworesistors. The output of
the oscillator isbufferedbyU4l ID to prevent loading
on theoutputfrom changing theoscillator frequency.
This output is the "dot clock" and it is used by the
shift register to shift dot information to the screen.

The dotclock also drives divide-by-eight sealer U412,
which generates1.536 MHz pulses. This is called the
character clock. Each pulse corresponds to one
character on the screen. U412 is a synchronous pre-
settable counter that is loaded with a binary eight
(1000). It counts dot clock pulses until its output
reaches binary fifteen (1111). During the fifteenth
count, theripple carry output (pin 15) goeslow. This
pulse, which is invertedby U4IIF, puts alogic oneon
the load input (pin 9). The next positive-going clock
cyclereloads a binary eight back into the counterand
the cycle repeats. The Qc output (pin 12) generatesa
1.536 MHz pulse that serves as the clock for the CRT
controller. It is invertedby U466D. Thesetwosignals
are referred to on theSchematic as C and CT The Qb
output generatesa 3.072 MHz signal that drives the
clock input (pin 16) of theACE (U451).

The dot clock also drives U413 through U475C. U413
is a divide-by-six and divide-by-two sealer. Theclock
drives the B input (pin 1), and the Qa output (pin 8)
generates a 2.048 MHz clock signal for CPU U421.
The Qb output (pin 1 1)also drives theA input. The Q4
output in turn drivesthe input ofbinary sealer U414.

f
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I The output of U414 provides a 128kHz clock (pin 6) Whenever the ZBO performs a read or a write opera-for the keyboard encoder, U431, and a 1 kHz signal tion it will either write to or read from one of these(pin 14) for the audible bell signal. memory or I/O addresses.

When the Terminal is first turned on, the

CPU,

CRTSystem Control Logic
controller, ACE, and keyboard control logic are
cleared by the master reset signal. U4ISA, R407,The system control logic consists of I/O and memory
C414, and D4Ol form the power-up reset circuit.decoding, power-up and manual reset circuits, and When power is first turned on, C414 has no chargethe bell and key click circuits.
and temporarily holds pin 2 of U4ISA at logic zero.
The output of U415 goes high and is inverted byI/O and memory decoding are accomplished by
U4158. The two outputs are the true and the com-three-to-eight line decoders U4lB and U419, respec- plimented reset pulses. As C414 charges throughtively. U4lB decodes address bits 5, 6, and 7 to gener-
R407, it pulls the input of U415 high, turning off theate eight I/O addresses:
reset pulses.

1. Keyboard encoder 200
(80H ) A manual reset can also be accomplished if you

simultaneously press the Reset and right-hand Shift2. Keyboard status 240 keys on the keyboard. U435E and U4358 are con-(A0,,) nected to those keys and they drive the inputs of
3. CRT controller 140 U4ISD. The output of U4ISD (pin 11) is coupled

(60/,) throughR4OB topin 1 of U4ISA. R4OB and C415form
a de-bouncecircuit for the Shift and Resetkeys. When4. Power-up configuration (primary) 000 the output of U4ISD goeslow, the input of U4ISA is(00„) also pulled low. This generates a reset pulse.. 5. Power-up configuration (secondary) 040

f (20„)(20„) The CPU, under thecontrol of theROM program,can
cause a bell tone or a key click to sound through the6. ACE (communications) 100 speaker. When the CPU addresses I/O port 340, pin 7(40,,)
of U4lB triggers one-half of monostable U417. Its

7. Bell enable 340 output goes lowfor about 200 milliseconds, causing
(E0„) the output of U4ISC to go high. This logic 1 is

NANDed in U4I6C with the 1000 Hz signal coming8. Key click enable 300 from U414. The output of U4I6C drives speaker SPI.(C0,,)
Diode D402 keeps the output of U4I6C from being
driven above 5-volts at turn-off by the inductive reac-Decoder U4lB is enabled only during an I/Oread or
tance of the speaker.write operation to eliminate the possibility of false

decoding on a refresh address coming from the ZBO. When the CPU addresses I/O port 300, pin 9 of U4lB
triggers the other half of U417. Its output (pin 7) goesU419 decodesaddress bits 14and 15to generatethree low for about sixmilliseconds and turns on the 1000memory addresses: Hz tone. This short duration causes the tone to sound
like a click.1. Program ROM 000.000

(00 00„)

2. Scratchpad RAM 100.000
(40 00„)

3. Display memory 370.000
(F8 00„)

\
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PROCESSOR

The processor section of theTerminal consists of the
ZBO processor (U421), or CPU (central processing
unit),ROM (read only memory), RAM (random access
memory),and processor control logic.

Processor/CPU

The heart of the Terminal logic, circuit board is the
ZBO CPU. It acts as a scheduling or dispatching ser-
vice for the data coming into or originating from the
Terminal. It examines the data it receives and deter-
mines what, if anything, it should do with it. If the
data comesfrom the ACE(U451) , for example, theZBO
will compare the ASCII word with a set of conditions
determinedby the ROM program, and thenwritethe
word into the appropriate memory or I/O port. If the
ASCII word is a bell signal, the CPU addresses I/O
port 340, and the bell tone sounds through the
speaker. If the word is the letter "B", the CPU per-
forms a memorywriteto the current cursor position in
the display memory. If the data from the ACE is a
nonvalid character or a string of characters, the CPU
simply ignores the data and does nothing.

TheROM program that directs the CPU is rather long
and complex, but the mechanics of the process are
easyto follow. The 2.048 MHz clock signal drives the
clock input (pin 6) of the CPU through U4IIA. This
steps the CPU through an internal "machine" cycle
that starts with a fetch instruction. It executes the
remainder of its instructions by stepping through a
precise set of a few basic instructions. These include
memoryread, memorywrite, I/O read, I/O write, and
interrupt acknowledge. Thebasic thing toremember
is that the ROM program directs the ZBO to make
decisions and move data from place to place within
the circuit board. Without the CPU and

ROM,

the
decisions and data movement would have to be ac-
complished with hard-wired logic packages.

ROM

Theread only memory, U422 and U423, is made up of
a pair of 2 X by 8-bit (16384 bit) ROMs. Its eleven
address inputs connect to AO through AlO of the
address bus and its eight data outputs connect toDO
through D 7of the data bus. U429A, U4298, and
U4I6D decode the ROM select line coming from
memory decoder U419 and address All for the CPU
to generatea newaddress for eithera 2K or a4KROM.

Wi m

RAM

The random access memory for the ZBO scratchpad
consists of U424 and U425, 256 x 4-bit RAMs. This
scratchpad RAM provides temporary data storagefor
the ZBO. The address inputs to each IC connect to AO
throughA7on the address bus. The lower four bits of
data (DO-D3) are provided by U424; the upper four
bits (D4-D7) are provided by U425. The select signal
comes from U419.

Processor Control Logic

The processor for the Terminal requires some addi-
tionalcircuitry tocontrol the interrupt process,and to
provide await cycle for thekeyboard encoder, which
is slow in responding to a read cycle.

U427C is a 2-input NOR gate that monitors the
INTRPT output of the ACE and pin 4 of U4368 (the
keyboard INTRPT). When either INTRPT output goes
high, the output of U427C goes low and signals the
INT input (pin 16) of the ZBO that data is available
from theACE or keyboard.

U426, U427A, and U4278 form a counter that drives
the WAIT input(pin24) of theZBO. Whenever the ZBO
performs an I/Oread at thekeyboard encoder, pin 11
ofU4lB drives the "resetto zero" inputs (pins 12 and
13) of U426. The A and B outputs (pins 9 and 5) of
U426 drive the inputs if U4278, a 2-input NOR gate.
The output of U4278 holds the ZBO WAIT input low
whenever theA or B outputs of the counter are high.
This generates a total wait of four clock cycles (one
wait cycle is automatically inserted by the ZBO on an
I/O instruction) to allow the outputbuffer of U431 to
turn on. When the C output (pin 4) of counter U426
goes high, it drives the input of U427A high. This
forces the output low and turns on the clock input
(pin 10) ofU426. TheA and B outputsnowgo lowand
the wait signal is no longer present. The ZBO then
finishes up the I/O read cycle (pin 11 of U4lB goes
high) and the counter is reset to zero and held there
until the next keyboard read.

U428 provides a nonmaskable-interrupt (NMI) that
operates under the control of the ROM program. The
NMIroutine is used when the programwants to read
something into the CRT Controller (or) CRTC during
the vertical blanking period. The data input of U42BA
is driven by A2of the address bus. The T, or clock,
input is driven by the complemented CRT controller
I/O select that comes from pin 12 ofI/O decoderU4lB.
U466C provides the complemented signal. When the
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program wants to writeduring vertical retrace, it ad-
dresses the CRT controller while holding A2high.
The Q outputof U42BA is clocked high and drives the
reset input of U4288 high. The vertical sync signal
drives the T input of U4288 and clocks the Q" output
low as soon as thesync signal begins. The NMTinput
of the ZBO goes low and the program immediately
jumps to the "update CRTC" routine. Part of that
routine will write a zeroto the data input of U42BA to
clear the NMI signal.

KEYBOARD ENCODER AND
CONFIGURATION LOGIC

Keyboard Encoder

Thekeyboard of theTerminal consists of single-pole,
single-throw switches in a matrix that is scanned by
keyboard encoder U431. Outputs Xl through X9go
high, in sequence, and drive one of the Yl through
YlO inputs if one of the switches is depressed. The
encoder uses the X and V information to generate a
uniquebinary code for each matrix intersection, and
this code is latched internally when akey is depress-
ed. The encoder generatesa data strobe (DS), which
comes from pin 13 of U431, for each key closure, jl
also clocks the T input (pin 3) of_U432A and the Q
output of U432A goes low. The Q output drives an
input of U4368. The output of U4368 generatesan
INT signal, which is coupled to the ZBO. When the
ZBO services the interrupt at I/O port 200, pin 11 of
U4lB clears U432A (through U436C and U435A) and
the INT signal is defeated. Pin 36 of U431 is also a
binary data outputand it is latched in U4328 by the
I/O read at 200. The keyboard interrupt routine also
checks thekeyboard status in anotherI/O read opera-
tion. Thekeyboard status check reads the state of the
following:

1. Control key.

2. Shift keys.

3. Repeat key.

4. Break key.

5. Off-line key.

6. Caps Lock key.

7. Data Strobe.

8. Data bit latched in U4328.

"n

TheROM program uses this information in conjunc-
tion with theencoderdata to determine the routing of
the data within the Terminal. Pin 10 of I/O decoder
U4lB drives enable inputs (pin 19) of buffers U433
and U434 to put the status information on the bus.
The Caps Lock, Break, Off Line, Control, Repeat, and
Shift (left)keys are connected directly to theinputs of
these buffers. The outputs of U432A and U4328 are
also connected to the inputs of the buffers.

The binary data outputs of the keyboard encoder
drive the address inputs (AO-A7) of ROM U430. U430
converts thebinary data from thekeyboard encoder to
ASCII data. The data outputs of U430 drive theDO-D7
bits of the data bus. The chip select input (pin 18) of
U430 is driven by pin 11 of U4lB (the I/O decoder).

When the Repeat key is held down, the input of
U435D is low and its output is high. This enables the
repeat rate oscillator, U436A, R414,

C4lB,

and Q402.
Therepeat frequency, which is approximately 15 Hz,
is determined by R414 and C4lB. When the Repeat
key is released, theoutput of U435D goes low, forcing
the output of U436A high and disabling the repeat
function.

The two shift keys are ORed together in U436D. Its
output drives the shift input (pin 21) of U431. When
the Controlkey is typed, it forces the output of U435F
high, which drives the control input (pin 19) of
keyboard encoder U431.

Configuration (Power-up) Logic

When thesystem is first turned on, theROM program
must program the ACE for the baud rate and parity
that you selected on switches S4Ol and 5402. The
program addresses I/O port 000 and pin 15 of I/O
decoderU4lB drives enable inputs of U433 and U434
toput the information selectedby the switches on the
bus. The programthen interprets the data and confi-
gures the ACE accordingly. I/O address 040 isused in
a similar manner. Pin 14 of the I/O decoder (U418)
enables buffer U437 and puts the data from 5402 on
thebus.

COMMUNICATIONS AND I/O DRIVERS

The Terminal talks to the outside world through an
Asynchronous Communications Element (ACE) and
EIA RS-232C compatible line drivers and receivers.
The ACE (U451) converts parallel ASCII data to serial
data and drives thecommunications line through line
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driver U452. The ACE also converts serial data com-
ing from line receiver U453 into parallel ASCII data.
The ACE puts this data on the bus when the ROM
programrequests it.

ACE/UART

U451 is an Asynchronous Communications Element
that performs the following functions:

1. Converts data from parallel to serial and
vice versa.

2. Divides a master clock frequency by a pro-
grammable divisor to generate a desired
baud rate.

3. Programs the data characteristics, parity,
stop bits, and character length.

The characteristics of the ACE must be programmed
into the internal registers of U451 by the ROM pro-
gram through the address and data busses. Bidirec-
tional data bits (pins 1-8) of U451 connect to the
system data bus. The address inputs (pins 28, 27, and
26) connect to thesystem address bits AO, Al , and A2.
When the ROM program addresses I/O port 100,pin
13 ofI/O decoder U4lB selects the CS2 input (pin 14)
of the ACE. The ZBO can then read or write data by
enabling the data input and data output strobes at
pins 21 and 18 (DISTR and DOSTR).

When theACE receives a complete serial word from
theEIA interface, it signals the ZBO that there is data
available by pulling the ZBO INT input (pin 16) low.
The ZBO then examines the internal status and data
registers of theACE,reads the data word, androutes it
to the proper device within theTerminal.

I/O Drivers

The standard EIA interface communicates by means
of a serial stream of voltage levels that correspond to
logic onesand zeros. A logic one (ormark) on the data
lines is a voltage between -5 and -15 volts. A logic
zero on the data lines is avoltage between + 5 and +15
volts. On the control lines (DTR, RTS, RLSD, DSR,
CTS), a voltage between +5 and +15 volts is consi-
dered to be ON, and a voltage between -5 and -15
volts is considered to be OFF.

U452 is a standard EIA line driver. A logic one on the
input ofU452C drives theserial dataoutline to an EIA
logic one, or "mark". A zero on the input forces the
line to an EIA zero, or "space." U4528 and U452D
drive control lines DTR (Data Terminal Ready) and
RTS (Ready To Send) in a similar manner.

f

U453 is a standard EIA linereceiver. Theserial data in
line drives the input of U453A, which converts the
EIA voltages to TTL levels and drives the serial input
of the ACE. Likewise, the RLSD, DSR, and CRS line
signals drive the inputs of U4538, U453D, and

U453C,

respectively. The outputs drive the approp-
riate control inputs of the ACE.

The I/O connectoron theback panel of theTerminal is
a standard 25-pin D-type plug with the data and sig-
nal line connected as follows:

1. Protective or chassis ground.

2. Serial Data Out.

3. Serial Data In.

i4. Request To Send (RTS).

5. Clear To Send (CTS).

6. Data Set Ready (DSR).

7. Signal ground.

8. Received Line Signal Detector In (RLSD).

20. Data Terminal Ready (DTR).

CRT AND DISPLAY MEMORY CONTROL

The heart of the Hl9 video logic system is the CRT
controller. This device generates all of the sync and
blanking signals and display memory addresses for
the video system. The memory control is used to
select either the address coming from the CRT con-
troller or the addressbus, and to synchronizeread and
write pulses.
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CRT Controller

The CRT controller, U461, is a fully programmable
device that is set up by the ROM program during
power-up. Its bidirectional data bits (pins 33-26) con-
nect to system data bits DO-D7. Its address or pro-
gramming inputs come from thefollowingfour input
pins:

Pin 22. Read/Write (R/W) - Determines
whether the controller's internal re-
gister file is to be written to or read
from. A write is a logic zero.

Pin 24. Register Select (RS) - Selects either
the address register (RS =0) or one of
the data registers (RS = 1) of the inter-
nal register file.

Pin 25. Chip Select (CS) — A zero sets the
CRT controller to read or write the
internal memory file.

Pin 23. Enable (E) — Enables the I/O buffers
and clocks data to and from the CRT
controller. Data is clocked on thefal-
ling edge of the enable signal.

The internal registers are writtento orfrom by means
of the address register. The ZBO sets up the pro-
grammable registers by first writing aregister number
into the address register when the register select
input is low. It thenperforms a writeoperation when
theRegister Select input goes high.

Each of the CRT controller's registers is programmed
at power-up with appropriate data to generate the
SYNC, timing, and refresh signals. The memory ad-
dress outputs (MAO-MA10) drive the address of the
display RAM through multiplexers U463, U464, and
U465. Thescanrow address outputs (RAO-RA3) drive
the address inputs of character generatorU473. The
display enable output (EN) is a logic one whenever
the CRT controller, U461, is addressing a port of the
RAM during the time it should be displayed. This
serves asa blanking outputwheneverit is a logic zero.
The cursor output goes to a logic one when theRAM
location being addressed is equal to the address
stored in the cursor address registers.

Controller Read/Write Logic

The CS and EN inputs of the CRT controller must be
selected in a particular sequence toperform read and
write operations to and from the controller. The en-
ableinput pulse (pin 18) mustalways be inside theCS
pulse. When theI/Orequest for address 140appearsat
pin 12 of U4lB, the clear input of U462A goes low,
and the C^output immediately drives the CS input
low. The Q output drives the data input of U4628 to a
logic one. At the same time, U466C puts the Clear
input of U4628 at a logic one.

The next CPU clock pulse at pin 11 of U4628 clocks
the logic one atthe data input throughto the Q output.
This delays the leading edge of the enablepulse until
approximately one clock cycle after the leading edge
of the CS pulse. When the I/O request at address 140
goes away (returns to logic one), theoutput of U466C
immediately clears U4628 and its Q output drivesthe
EN input of the CRTcontroller to zero.The clear input
ofU462A goes high at the same time, but the Q output
remains low until the next CPU clock pulse at pin 3
clocks the logic one at the data input through to the
output, terminating the CS. This delays the trailing
edge of theCS pulse until after the trailing edge of the
EN pulse.

Display Memory Control

The display memory control consists of an address
bus multiplexer, a bidirectional bus buffer, and some
gates that control the display memory write enable
(WE) and chip select (CS) inputs.

The address bus multiplexer consistsof quad 2-input
multiplexers U463, U464, and U465. Their select in-
puts are tied together and controlled by memory de-
coder U419. When no read or write operations are
being performed on the display memory, the select
inputs are at a logic one, and the memory addresses
(MAO-MA9) generated by the CRT controller drive
the address inputs (AO-A9) of RAMs U467-U470.
When the ZBO addresses the memory, pin 9 of U419
pulls the select input to a logic zero, CRT controller
memory addressesMAO-MA9are disconnected from
the display RAM, and address bus bits AO-A9 are
connected to the RAM address inputs. The ZBO can
then read from or write into the display RAM.
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Bus buffer U471 isolates the main data bus from the
secondary or refresh, bus. During the screen refresh
period, the data outputs of the display RAM drive the
data inputs of the character generatorcontinuously.
This would prevent the processorfrom having access
to the bus except during retrace times. However, by
isolating therefresh bus from themain bus, the ZBO
can have continuous access to the main bus and the
display RAM and character generator can have con-
tinuous access to the secondary bus (refresh bus).
When the ZBO needs access to the display RAM, it
addresses the memory, which enables U471 through
pin 9 of U419, and connects the main bus directly to
the secondary bus.

U466A and U4668 provide the CS signals for the
display RAMs. During thescreenrefresh cycle, pin 11
ofU465 is driven by MAIO and pins 1 and 4 of U466
are logic one. The output of U466A provides the CS
for RAMs U469 and U470, and drives input pin 5 of
U4668. TheoutputofU4668jsjhecomplement of the
CS signal and it drives the CS input of RAMs U467
and U468. During a display RAMread or write cycle,
pins 1 and 4 of U466 are drivenby theRD+ WR signal
coming from pin 3 of U4I6A. This eliminates the
possibility of a contentionproblem on the secondary
(refresh) bus between the display RAMs and buffer
U471.

The write (WE) inputs of the RAMs are connected
together and they are controlled by U429C. The WE
(pin 8 of U429C) cannot golow unlesspin 9 of U419 is
low (memory is selected) and the ZBO WR output is
low.

DISPLAY MEMORY, CHARACTER
GENERATOR, AND VIDEO CONTROL LOGIC

This section of the Terminal logic circuit board essen-
tially runs by itself (in conjuction with the CRT con-
troller) after being programmed by the ZBO. The CRT
controller continually provides refresh addresses for
the display RAM, while the output of the RAM con-
tinually provides data for thecharacter generatorand
the video shift register.

Character Generator

Character generator U473 is a 2048 x 8 (16384 bit)
read onlymemorythat convertstheASCII data stored

in the display memory into dot information for the
video shift register. Address inputs AO-A3 (pins 5-8)
are drivenby the scan row address outputs of the CRT
controller (RAO-RA3) to selectaparticular row of dots
within a character space. Address inputs A4-AlO
connect to the secondary data bus through 8-bit latch
U472. These inputs useASCII data to address the dot
data stored in the ROM. The data outputs (01-08) of
U473 supply video dot data to theparallel inputs of
video shift register U474.

The inputs of 8-bit latch U472 connect to the secon-
dary data bus. Data bits DO-D6 are latched into U472A
and drive the character generator. Data bit D7is the
reversevideobit. It is latched in U472H and drives an
input of U479A.

Video shift register U474 latches parallel dot data
from thecharacter generatorat inputs A-H and shifts
it outof output Q,, in synchronism with the dot clock
(the dotclock drives theclock input, pin 7). The shift
register is loaded (the dot data is latched) on a
positive-going transition of the dot clock while the
shift/load input is held low by the character clock
coming from pin 12 ofU4IIF. The dot data at input H
appears immediately at output Q,,. The next leading
edge of the dot clock shifts thedata that was latched at
Qc. The next edge of the dot clock will shift the data
that was latched in Q,,, and so on.After the data from
Q,, is shifted to the Q,, output, the load input goes low,
and the next character cycle begins.

Video Control Logic

The video control logic consists of two sections: a
series, or chain, of gates and latches associated with
video, cursor, and reverse video data; and a chain of
gates and latches associated with blanking data.

The display enable (blanking) and cursor data from
pins 18 and 19 of the CRT controller is coincident
with

MAO-MAIO,

which address the display RAM.
The display enablebit is latched in U476D (after pas-
sing throughAND gateU477C) by thecomplemented
character clock pulse coming from pin 11 of U466D.
The cursor bit is latched in U476F. This delays the
two signals by one character time. They are delayed
for one more character time by being latched in
U476E and U476G, respectively. The two character
delays are necessary to compensate for the delays in
the display RAM/character generator "pipeline".
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When MAO-MAIO address theRAM, it takes approx-
imately 450 nS for the data tobe valid at the outputs.
Once it settles down, the next character clock latches
it in U472. The data at the output of U472 then ad-
dresses character generator U473. The data at the
output takes another 450 nS to settle, and it is latched
in the shift register by the following clock pulse.
(Since the character clock pulses are 650 nS apart, the
RAM and character generatoroutputs have plenty of
time to settle.) This two-character delay matches the
delaysfor thecursor and display enable, so that every-
thing is synchronized.

The reverse video bit (D7) in the display RAM is
latched first in U472, and then in U476H (after pas-
sing through AND gate U477A), so that it too arrives
coincident with the video, blanking, and cursor data.

The video dot data from pin 13 of the video shift
register and the cursor data coming from pin 16 of
U476G are exclusive-ORed in U475A. This causes the
cursor dots to reverse when the cursor happens to be
coincident with video information, and keeps the
cursor from disappearing when it occupies the same
space as a character.

The video/cursor information coming from pin 3 of
U475A is then exclusive-ORed in U4758 with the
reverse video data coming from pin 19 of U476H.
When pin 19 is logic zero, the video/cursor data pas-
ses through U4758 just as it is entered. If pin 19 of
U476H is logic one, the data is reversed, and the
character appears on the screen as black dots on a
whitebackground. Thereversevideofunction can be
disabledunder thecontrol of theROM program when
a logic zeroiswritten into latch U4788 viathe address
bus. Address bit A3 drives the data input of U4788,
and its clock input is clocked when the CRT control-
ler is addressed (I/Oaddress 140). If thereverse video
is to be defeated, theQ output (pin 9) of U4788 puts
pin 1 ofAND gateU477A at a logic 0 and disables the
reverse video bit coming from pin 19 of latch U472.

The video/cursor/reverse data coming from pin 6 of
U4758 is ANDed in U477D with the display enable

data coming from pin 12 of U476E. If the display
enable is logic 1, the video data goes to the video
circuitboard; if it is a logic zero, thevideo is blanked.

When the ZBO performs a read orwrite operationon
the display RAM, it disturbs thepipeline, and thedata
on the secondary (refresh) bus doesnot coincide with
what should be written on the screen. Consequently,
the video is blanked during a read orwrite. When pin
9 of memory decoder U419 goes low to select the
display RAM, it also drives the clear input (pin 1) of
U476. The Q output (pin 6) of U476C drives pin 9 of
AND gate U477C to a logic zero and disables the
display enable. At the same time, the Q output (pin
12) of U476E drives pin 12 of AND gate U477D to a
logic zero, blanking the video information coming
from the videochain. The screenwill blank as long as
the RAM is selected.

When pin 9 of U419 goes high to deselect the RAM,
U476 is no longer heldcleared. The logic oneat theD
input of U476C is clocked through to its Q output on
the next character clock pulse, and it is clocked
through U476D and U476E on the next two pulses.
This three-character delay gives the pipeline time to
reload with valid information before thevideo is ena-
bled.

Thepropagation delays through thevarious gatesand
latches (U474, U475A, U4758, and U476) from the
edge of the character and dot clocks to their various
outputs is not always constant, so another delay is
used.Latch U47BA acts as a mini-pipeline, clocked at
the dot rate. The data input to U47BA is thecomposite
video/cursor/reverse/blankingdata, and itsT input is
clocked by the dot clock. This 80 nS delay lets all data
settle to valid states before it is sent to the video
circuit board.

The sync and video signals are buffered before they
leavetheTerminal logic circuit board. U479A inverts
and buffers thevideo data. U4798 inverts and buffers
the verticalsync signal coming from pin40 ofthe CRT
controller. U4798 buffers the horizontal sync signal
coming from pin 39 of the CRT controller.
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REPLACEMENT PARTS LIST

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

CAPACITORS Diodes (cont'd.)

ClOl 25-902
25-891

10,000 aiF electrolytic
470 electrolytic DlO3 57-65 1N4002

1N4002
3AI

ClO2
DlO4 57-65Not used

25-891
ClO3

DlO5 57-42ClO4 470 iif electrolytic
DlO6 57-42 3AI
DlO7 57-42 3AI
DlOB 57-42 3AIDJODES DlO9 57-65 1N4002

1N4002
1N4002
1N4002

DllO 57-65
DlOl
DlO2

57-65
57-65

1N4002
1N4002

Dlll 57-65
Dll 2 57-65

VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

RESISTORS

NOTE: The following resistors are 5%. 1/2-watt unless other-
wise specified.

R2Ol 6-105 1 Mft
R202 6-472 4700 ft
R203 6-102 1000 n
R204 6-682 6800 ft
R205 6-472 4700 fl
R206 6-101 100 n
R207 6-6491 6490

ft,

1%
6-1871-12 1870 ft,

1/4-watt,

1%
6-102 1000 ft

R2OB
R209 1000 ft
R2lO Not used

3-6-2R2ll .51

ft,

2-watt

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

Resistors (cont,d.)

3-57-5 1500ft, 5-watt, 10%R212
6-470 47 HR213
6-102 1000nR214
1-50-2 820 ft, 2-wattR215
10-918 500 controlR216
6-750 75 ftR217
6-330 33 ftR2lB
6-220 22 ftR219
Not used
6-471

R220
470 aR221

6-152 1500ftR222
6-332 3300 ft
6-104 100k
6-223 22 kft
10-390 20 kft control

R223
R224
R225
R226
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CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

Resistors (cont'd.)
CAPACITORS

R227 6-224 220 kft
R228 10-390 20 kft control C2Ol 21-140 .001 /iF ceramic
R229 6-273 27 kft C202 25-865 10 fiF electrolytic
R230 Not used C203 21-176 .01 /xF ceramic
R231 6-822 8200 ft C204 25-220 10 /xF tantalum
R232 6-103 10 kft C205 25-220 10 juF tantalum
R233 6-623 62 kft C206 21-176 .01 ixF ceramic
R234 6-473 47 kft C207 20-106 390 pF Mica
R235 6-103 10 kft C2OB 21-176 .01 /xF ceramic
R236 6-122 1200 ft C209 25-883 47 /xF electrolytic

Not usedR237 6-101 100ft C2lO
R238 6-105 1 Mft C2ll 27-145 .22 /xF Mylar
R239 6-103 10 kft
R240 Not used

C212 27-145 .22 /xF Mylar
Not used C213 25-841 4.7 /xF tantalum

R241 6-182 1800 ft C214 29-32 6800 pF polystyrene
R242 6-223 22 kft C215 25-865 10 ixF electrolytic
R243 6-222 2200 ft C216 21-121 56 pF ceramic
R244 6-150 15 ft C217 25-890 330 /xF electrolytic
R245 6-471 470 ft C2lB 21-75 100pF ceramic
R246 6-279 2.7 ft C219 21-176 .01 /xF ceramicR247 6-279 2.7 ft C220 Not used

29-22R248 6-479 4.7 ft C221 4700 pF polystyrene
R249 6-102 1000 ft C222 21-75 100 pF ceramicR250 Not used C223 21-176 .01 /xF ceramicR251 6-223 22 kft C224 29-22 4700 pF polystyrene
R252 6-273 27 kft
R253 10-311 5000 J

C225 27-73 .047 /xF Mylar
10-311 5000 ft control C226 25-882 22 /xF electrolytic

25-220 10 /xF tantalumR254 6-822 8200 ft C227 10 /xF tantalum
R255 6-273 27 kft C228 25-882 22 /xF electrolytic
R256 6-392 3900 ft C229 29-56 .006 jttF polypropylene
R257 6-201 200 ft C230 Not used

25-299R258 6-470 47 ft C231 1.5 /xF electrolytic
R259 6-392 3900 ft C232 29-57 .22/xF polypropylene
R260 Not used C233 27-206 1 ixF polycarbonate
R261 Not used C234 21-193 .005 /xF spark gap
R262 6-101 100 ft C235 25-882 22 /xF electrolytic

21-122 .02 AtF ceramicR263 3-22-2 1.2 ft,

2-watt,

10% C236 .02 ceramic
R264 3-22-2 1.2 ft,

2-watt,

10% C237 21-122 .02 /xFceramic
21-122 .02 ixF ceramicR265 6-104 100 kft C238 .02 /xF ceramic

R266 6-331 330 ft C239 25-91 1 22 /xF electrolytic
R267 6-473 47 kft
R268 10-941 100 kft control
R269 6-823 82 kft DIODES — TRANSISTORS — IC'sR270 Not used
R271 10-1049 2 Mft

See "Semiconductor Identification."R272 6-394 390 ft
R273 6-102 1000 ft

INDUCTORS — CHOKES — TRANSFORMERSR274 6-472 4700 ft
R275 6-335 3.3 Mft
R276 6-335 3.3 Mft 45-39 4.65 /xH choke

40-581 620 /xH inductor
45-42 8.75 /xH choke
40-1947 19 ,xH inductor
40-1948 52 |iH inductor

Driver transformer
Flyback transformer

51-197
51-196

m 'WW\\\\ iWF TH
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TERMINAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No. Comp. No. Part No.

RESISTORS Capacitors (cont'd.)
NOTE: All resistors are

1/4-watt,

5%. C414 25-223 47 /xF tantalum
C415 25-221 2.2 /xF tantalumR4Ol 6-222-12 2200 ft C416 21-192 .1 /xF, 50 V ceramicR402 6-102-12 1000ft C417 21-221 2.2 fiF tantalumR403 6-222-12 2200 ft C4lB 25-220 10 /xF tantalumR404 6-561-12 560 ft C419 21-46 .005 /xF ceramicR405 6-561-12 560 ft C420 Not usedR406 6-102-12 1000 ft C421 25-223 47 /xF tantalumR407 6-103-12 10 kft C422-C440 21-95 .1 /xF, 10 V ceramicR4OB 6-102-12 1000 ft C441 21-143 .05 /xF ceramicR409 6-102-12 1000 ft C442 21-143 .05 /xF ceramicR4lO 6-331-12 330 ft C443 21-143 .05 fiF ceramicR4ll 6-224-12 220 kft C444 21-143 .05 /xF ceramic
C445 21-143 .05 uF ceramicR412 6-224-12 220 kft 21-143 .05 nF ceramic

R413 6-103-12 10 kft C446-C474 21-95 .1

fx.F,

10 V ceramicR414 6-472-12 4700 ft C475 21-140 .001 /xF ceramicR415-R419 6-103-12 10 kft
R420 Not usedNot used
R421-R445 6-103-12 10 kft
R446 6-102-12 1000 i

MISCELLANEOUS
6-102-12 1000 ft

RPI 9-98 220 kft resistor network
220 kft resistor network

S4Ol 60-621 Dip switch
RP2 9-98 5402 60-621 Dip switch

Y4Ol 404-613 12.288 MHz crystal

CAPACITORS
DIODES — TRANSISTORS — IC's

C4Ol-C409 25-221
C4lO Not usi

2.2 /xF tantalum
See "Semiconductor Identification."Not used

C4ll 20-101 47 pF Mica
C412 21-176 .01 ixF ceramic

150 pF Mica0413 20-103

CHASSIS PARTS

CIRCUIT HEATH DESCRIPTION
Comp. No. Part No.

C1
T1

1500 /xF electrolytic capacitor25-857
54-965 Power transformer

T2 58-19 Yoke
SWI
SW2
SW3
F1

60-54 120/240 switch
60-608 NOR/LOW switch
60-619 Power switch
421-23 1 -ampere fuse
401-163 Speaker
411-838 CRT
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SEMICONDUCTOR IDENTIFICATION

This section is divided into two parts; "Component
Number Index" and "Part Number Index." The first
section provides a cross-reference between semicon-
ductor componentnumbers and theirrespective Part
Numbers. The componentnumbers are listed in num-

erical order. The second section provides a lead con-
figuration detail (basing diagram) for each semicon-
ductor Part Number. The Part Numbers in the second
section are also listed in numerical order.

COMPONENT NUMBER INDEX

This index shows the Part Number of each semicon-
ductor in the Terminal.

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD

CIRCUIT HEATH
COMPONENT PART

NUMBER NUMBER

DlOl 57-65
DlO2 57-65
DlO3 57-65
DlO4 57-65
DlO5 57-42
DlO6 57-42
DlO7 57-42
DlOB 57-42
DlO9 57-65
DllO 57-65
Dlll 57-65
Dll2 57-65
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VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD

Diodes

TERMINAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD

Diodes

Transistor

Transistors

Integrated Circuits

Integrated Circuits

nßffininHMßHHßi^H^H^^^^^nßnß^BHßi^^Hlßniß^B^BßlHHffffTffnrTMr

CIRCUIT HEATH
COMPONENT PART

NUMBER NUMBER

Q2Ol

417-823

Q202

Q203

417-885
417-822

Q204

417-821

Q205

417-926

Q206

417-926

Q207

417-923

Q2OB

417-924

Q209

417-811

Q2ll

417-924

Q212

417-874
Q213 417-282
Q214 417-834

Q215

417-875

Q216

417-195
417-923

Q217

Q2lB

417-927
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Integrated Circuits (Cont'd) Resistor Packs
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PART NUMBER INDEX
This index shows a lead configuration detail (basing
diagram) of each semiconductor part number.

RESISTOR PACK

DIODES
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
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4 Integrated Circuits (cont'd.)
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Integrated Circuits (cont'd.)

1

HEATH MAYBE
PART REPLACED DESCRIPTION LEAD CONFIGURATION

NUMBER WITH (TOP VIEW)

INPUTS INPUTS
v , «

.OUTPUT,

.
CC STROBE 4A 4B 4Y 3A 3B 3Y

16 15 14 13 1? 11 10
443-799 74L5157 Quad 2-line-

to-1-line
multiplexers G 4A 4B 4Y 3A 3B

S 3Y

1A IB 1Y 2A 2B 2Y

SELECT ia IB 1Y 2A 2B 2Y GND

Wf^ output WW output

VCC 80 8D 7D 7Q 6Q 6D 5D 5Q

CLOCK

20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 H

qTTP!

CXCLEAR

D

G

Q

CXCLEAR

Q F D

CXCLEAR

D E Q

CXCLEAR

443-805 74L5273 Octal D
flip-flop

with clear

CLEARCX

QA D

CLEARCX

D B Q

CLEARCX

Q

C

D

CLEARCX

D D Q

7 10

CLEAR

1Q ID 2D 2Q 3Q 3D 4D 4Q

GND
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Integrated Circuits (cont'd.) i
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APPENDIX
ASCII CHARACTERS

The characters in the shaded areas are not processed by the Terminal.

7-BIT DECIMAL HEX CHARACTERS CONTROL DESCRIPTION
OCTAL CODE CODE KEYS
CODE

000
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
010
Oil
012
013
014
015
016
017
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

0
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

■

7
8
9
A
B
C
D
E
F
10
11
12
13
1
15
16
17
18
19
1A
IB
IC
ID
IE
IF

NUL
SOH
STX
ETX
EOT
ENQ
ACK
BEL
BS
HT
LF
VT
FF
CR
SO
SI

DLE
DCI
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN
EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS
RS
US

@
A
B
c:
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
X
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
w
X
V
Z
[
\
]

Null, tape feed.

Start,

of heading.
Start of text.
End of text.
End of transmission.
Enquiry; also WRU.
Acknowledge; also RU.
Rings the hell.
Backspace; also FEB, format effector backspace.
Horizontal tab.
Line feed: advances cursor to next line.
Vertical tab (VTAB).
Form feed to top of next page.
Carriage return to beginning of line.
Shift out.
Shift in.
Data line escape.
Device control 1: turns transmitter on (XON).
Device control 2.
Device control 3: turns transmitter off (XOFF).
Device control 4.
Negative acknowledge: also ERR (error).
Synchronous idle (SYNC).
End of transmission block.
Cancel (CANCL). Cancels current escape sequence
End of medium.
Substitute.
Escape.
File separator.
Group separator.
Record separator.
Unit separator.
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7-BIT DECIMAL HEX CHARACTERS DESCRIPTION
OCTAL CODE CODE
CODE

040
041

32
33

20
21

SP
!

Space.
Exclamation point.

042
043
044
045
046
047

34
35
36
37
38
39

22
23
24
25
26
27

M

#

%
&

Quotation mark.
Number sign.
Dollar sign.
Percent sign.
Ampersand.
Acute accent or apostrophe

050
051
052

40
41
42

28
29
2A

)
*

Open parenthesis.
Close parenthesis.
Asterisk.

053 43 2B + Plus sign.
054 44 2C Comma.
055
056
057
060
061

45
46
47
48
49

2D
2E
2F
30
31

/
0
1

Hyphen or minus sign.
Period.
Slash.
Number 0.
Number 1.

062
063

50
51

32
33

2
3

Number 2.
Number 3.

064
065
066
067

52
53
54
55

34
35
36
37

4
5
6
7

Number 4.
Number 5.
Number 6.
Number 7.

070 56 38 8 Number 8.
071
072

57
58

39
3A

9 Number 9.
Colon.

073 59 3B Semicolon.
074 60 3C < Less than.
075
076

61
62

3D
3E >

Equal sign.
Greater than.

077 63 3F ? Question mark.
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I 7-BIT DECIMAL HEX CHARACTERS
OCTAL CODE CODE

DESCRIPTION GRAPHIC
SYMBOLS

CODE

@
A
B
C

At sign.
Letter A.
Letter B.
Letter C.
Letter D.
Letter E.
Letter F.
Letter G.
Letter H.
Letter I.
Letter ].
Letter K.
Letter L.
Letter M.
Letter N.
Letter O.
Letter P.
Letter Q.
Letter R.
Letter S.
Letter T.
Letter U.
Letter V.
Letter W.
Letter X.
Letter Y.
Letter Z.

100 64 40
101 65 41
102 66 42
103 67 43
104 68 44 D

E
F
G
H
I
J
X
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T

105 69 45
106 70 46

47107 71
110 72 48
11l 73 49
112 74 4A
113 75 4B
114 76 4C
115 77 4D
116 78 4E
117 79 4F
120 80 50
121 81 51

52122 82
123 83 53
124 84 54

* 125 85 55 U
V126 86 56

127 87 57 W
X
V

130 88 58
131 89 59

5A
5B
5C
5D

Z
[
\

132 90
Open brackets.
Reverse slash.
Close brackets.

133 91
134 92
135 93

136 Up arrow/caret.
Underscore.

94 5E
5F

t

137 95

I
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7-BIT DECIMAL HEX CHARACTERS
OCTAL CODE CODE

DESCRIPTION GRAPHIC
SYMBOLS

CODE

Grave accent.140 96 60

Letter a.141 97 61 a

b Letter b.142 98 62

Letter c.143 99 63 c

d Letter d.144 100 64

Letter c.145 101 65 c

f Letter f.146 102 66

147 103 67 g

h
Letter g.

Letter h.150 104 68

151 105 69 l Letter i.
152 106 6A

6B

6C
6D

j
k
1

Letter j.

153 107 Letter k.

Letter 1.154 108

155 109 Letter m.m

156 110 6E n Letter n.

157 111 6F Letter o.o

160 112 70 P Letter p.

Letter q.161 113 71 q

162 114 72 r Letter r.

Letter s.163 115 73 s

Letter t.164 116 74 t

Letter v.165 117 75 v

Letter v.166 118 76 v

Letter w.167 119 77 w

Letter x.170 120 78 x

Letter y.171 121 79
7A

y

Letter z.172 122 z

123 7B { Left brace.173

174 124 7C i Vertical bar (broken).

175 125 7D } Right brace

176 126 Tilde.7E

71"§m 12/ DEL Delete (rubout).
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GRAPHIC SYMBOLSI
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(Graphic Symbols (cont'd.)
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TRANSMITTED CODES

The following tables list the octal code or codes transmitted by the Terminal when the
indicated keyboard keys are pressed.

% X

di

Wi w WlmTmwm
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KEYPAD KEYS

NOTE: The shifted mode and the unshifted (or alternate) mode (if the alternate mode was selected) can be
interchanged by entering ESC t orESC v.
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HEATH ESCAPE SEQUENCES

Summary of Sequences

CURSOR FUNCTIONS

Escape Mnemonic Definition
Sequence

ESCH
ESCC
ESCD
ESCB
ESC A
ESC I
ESCn
ESCj
ESCk
ESC V

HCUH
HCUF
HCUB
HCUD
HCUU
HRI
HCPR
HSCP
HRCP
HDCA

Cursor Home
Cursor Forward
Cursor Backward
Cursor Down
Cursor Up
Reverse Index
Cursor Position Report
Save Cursor Position
Set Cursor to Previously Saved Position
Direct Cursor Addressing (Same as VTS2)

ERASING AND EDITING

ESCE
ESCb
ESCJ
ESCI
ESC o
ESCK
ESCL
ESCM
ESCN
ESC@
ESCO

HCD
HBD
HEOP
HEL
HEBL
HEOL
HIL
HDL
HDCH
HEIM
HERM

Clear Display (Shift Erase)
Erase Beginning of Display
Erase to End of Page (Erase Key)
Erase Entire Line
Erase Beginning of Line
Erase to End of Line
Insert Line
Delete Line
Delete Character
Enter Insert Character Mode
Exit Insert Character Mode

CONFIGURATION

ESCz HRAM
HMBR

Reset to Power-Up Configuration
ESC r B„ Modify Baud Rate (B„ =

;

A= 110,B = 150, C=3oo
D= 600, E= 1200, F= 1800, G= 2000, H= 2400,
1= 3600, J=4Boo, X= 7200, L = 9600)

ESC x Ps HSM
1 = Enable 25th line
2 = No key click
3 = Hold screen mode
4 = Block cursor
5 = Cursor off
6 = Keypad shifted
7 = Alternate keypad mode
8 = Auto line feed on receipt of CR
9 = Auto CR on receipt of line feed

Set Mode(s): P.,=
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*ESC y P.s. HRM
1 = Disable 25th line
2 = Enable key click
3 = Exit hold screen mode
4 = Underscore cursor

7 = Exit alternate keypad mode
8 = No auto line feed
9 = No auto CR

ESC< Enter ANSI ModeHEAM

MODES OF OPERATION

ESC [
ESC \

Enter Hold Screen Mode
Exit Hold Screen Mode

HEHS
HXHS

ESCp
ESCq

HERV
HXRV

Enter Reverse Video Mode
Exit Reverse Video Mode

ESC F Enter Graphics Mode
Exit Graphics Mode

HEGM
HXGM

ESCt
ESCu

Enter Keypad Shifted Mode
Exit Keypad Shifted Mode

HEKS
HXKS

Enter Alternate Keypad Mode
Exit Alternate Keypad Mode

HAKM
HXAM

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

ESC}
ESC{
ESCv
ESC w
ESCZ
ESC ]
ESC#

HDK
HEX
HEWA
HXWA
HID
HX2S
HXMP

Keyboard Disabled
Keyboard Enabled
Wrap Around at End of Line
Discard at End of Line
Identify as VTS2 (ESC / X)
Transmit 25th Line
Transmit Page

NOTE: The Terminal will transmit thefollowing sequences,but itwill not respond to
them if they are received by the Terminal.

ESCS
ESCT
ESCU
SSC V
llc W
JiSCP
ESCQ
ESCR

HFI
HF2
HF3
HF4
HFS
HF7
HFB
HF9

Function Key #1 (fl)
Function Key #2 (f2)
Function Key #3 (f3)
Function Key #4 (f4)
Function Key #5 (f5)
Function Key (BLUE)
Function Key (RED)
Function Key (GRAY)

Reset Mode(s): Ps=

5 = Cursor on
6 = Keypad unshifted

ESC =
ESO
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Heath Escape Sequences Defined

CURSOR FUNCTIONS

HCUH Cursor Home ESC H
Moves the cursor to the first character position on the first line (home).

HCUF Cursor Forward ESC C
Moves thecursor one character position to the right. If thecursor is at the right end of the
line, it will remain there.

HCUB Cursor Backward ESC D
Moves thecursor one character position to the left (backspaces) . If the cursor is atthe start
(left end) of a line, it will remain there.

HCUD Cursor Down ESC B
Moves the cursor down one line without changing columns. The cursor will not move
past the bottom (24th) line and no scrolling will take place. Use HDCA (Direct Cursor
Addressing) to move the cursor to line 25 — when line 25 is active.

HCUU Cursor Up ESC A
Moves thecursor up one line. If the cursor reaches the top line, it remains there and no
scrolling occurs.

HRI Reverse Index ESC I
Moves thecursor to the same horizontal position on thepreceding line. If thecursor is on
the top line, a scroll down is performed.

HCPR Cursor Position Report ESC n
The Terminal reports the cursor position in the form of ESC V line# column*.

HSCP Save Cursor Position ESC j
Thepresent cursor position is saved so the cursor can be returned here later when given
the HRCP (Set Cursor to Previously Saved Position) command.

HRCP Set Cursor to Previously Saved Position ESC k
Returns the cursor to theposition where it was when it received the HSCP (SaveCursor
Position) command.

HDCA Direct Cursor Addressing ESC V
Moves the cursor to a position on the screen by entering the escape code, the ASCII
character which represents the line number, and theASCII character which represents
the column number.
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tThe first line and the left column are both 32 10 (the smallest value of the printing
characters) and increase from there. Since the lines are numberedfrom 1 to 25 (from top
tobottom) and thecolumns from 1 to 80 (from left toright), you must add theproper line
and column numbers to 31,„. Then convert these decimal numbers to their equivalent
ASCII characters and enter them in the following order:

ESC V line # (ASCII character) column # (ASCII character)

If the line number entered is toohigh, the cursor will notmove. If the column number is
too high, the cursor will move to the end of the line.

This is the only way to move the cursor to the 25th line, but the 25th line must first be
enabled.

ERASING AND EDITING

HCD Clear Display (Shift Erase) ESC E
Erases the entire screen, fills the screen with spaces, and places the cursor in the home
position.

HBD Erase Beginning of Display ESC b
Erases from the start of the screen to the cursor, and includes the cursor position.

HEOP Erase to End of Page (Erase Key) ESC J
Erases all the information from thecursor (including thecursor position) to the end of the
page.

$
HEL ERASE Entire Line ESC 1
Erases all of the line, including the cursor position.

HEBL Erase Beginning of Line ESC o
Erases from the beginning of the line to the cursor, and includes the cursor position.

HEOL Erase to End of Line ESC X
Erases from the cursor (including the cursor position) to the end of the line.

HIL Insert Line ESC L
Inserts a new blank lineby moving the line that thecursor is on, and all following lines,
down one line. Then the cursor is moved to the beginning of the new blank line.

HDL Delete Line ESC M
Deletes thecontentsof the line that thecursor is on, places the cursor at thebeginning of
the line, moves all the following lines up one line, and adds a blank line at line 24.

HDCH Delete Character ESC N
Deletes thecharacter at thecursor position and shifts anyexisting text that is to theright
of the cursor one character position to the left.

HEIM Enter Insert Character Mode ESC @
Lets you insert characters or words into textalready displayedon the screen. As you type
in new characters, existing text to theright of the cursor shifts to the right. As each new

* character is inserted, the character at the end of the line is lost.
1

HERM Exit Insert Character Mode ESC O
Exits from the insert character mode.
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CONFIGURATION

HRAM Reset to Power-Up Configuration ESC z
Nullifies all previously set escape modes and returns to the power-up configuration.

HMBR Modify Baud Rate ESC rßn
Modifies the baud rate, where Bn equals:

A=llo, B = 150,

C=3oo,

D= 600,
E=l2oo, F=lBoo, G=2ooo, H= 2400,
1= 3600, J=4Boo, K=7200, L = 9600

HSM Set Mode(s) ESC xPs
Sets the following modes, where P„ equals:

1= enable 25th line
2 =no key click
3=hold screen mode
4=block cursor
5 =cursor off
6=keypad shifted
7=alternate keypad mode
B=auto line feed on receipt of CR
9=auto CR on receipt of line feed

HRM Reset Mode(s) ESC y PPs.s
Resets special modes, where P, equals:

1= disable 25th line
2 =enable key click
3 =exit hold screen mode
4 =underscore cursor
5=cursor on
6=keypad unshifted
7= exit alternate keypad mode
8=no auto line feed
9= no auto CR

HEAM Enter ANSI Mode ESC <
Enters the ANSI mode.

MODES OF OPERATION

HEHS Enter Hold Screen Mode ESC [
Controls when new information is printed on the screen,
— Type the SCROLL key and a new line of information will be printed on thebottom

line. The top line will scroll off.
— Type SHIFT SCROLL and a whole new page of textwill scroll onto the screen and

stop as the old page scrolls up and off the screen.

HXHS Exit Hold Screen Mode ESC\
Exits the hold screen mode.

HERV Enter Reverse Video Mode ESC p
Enters thereverse video mode so that characters are displayed as black characters on a
white background.
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HXRV Exit Reverse Video Mode ESC q
Exits the reverse video mode.

HEGM Enter Graphics Mode ESC F
Enters the graphics mode to display any of the 33 special symbols (26 lower-case keys
and seven other keys) that correspond to the graphic symbols.

HXGM Exit Graphics Mode ESC G
Exits the graphics mode and returns to the display of normal characters.

HEKS Enter Keypad Shifted Mode ESC t
Inverts thenormal and shifted functions of thekeypad. Now,ifyou hold downtheSHIFT
key, you will get a normally unshifted character.

HXKS Exit Keypad Shifted Mode ESC v
Exits the keypad shifted mode.

HAKM Enter Alternate Keypad Mode ESC =
Enters thealternate keypad mode, which will thenallow the keyboard keys to transmit
the following escape codes instead of the normal ones.

ESCAPE CODE

ESC ?p
ESC ?q
ESC ? r
ESC ? S
ESC ? t
ESC?u
ESC ?v
ESC ? w
ESC ?x
ESC ?y
ESC ?n
ESC ?M

These special escape codes are user defined and must be recognized by your software.

HXAM Exit Alternate Keypad Mode ESC >
Exits the alternate keypad mode and returns to the transmission of normal character
codes.

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

HDK Keyboard Disabled ESC }
Inhibits the output of the keyboard.

HEX Keyboard Enabled ESC {
Enables the keyboard after it was inhibited by an HDK (Keyboard Disabled) command.
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HEWA Wrap Around at End ofLine ESC v
The81st character ona line is automatically placed in thefirst character position on the
next line. The page scrolls up if necessary.

HXWA Discard at End of Line ESC w
After the 80th character in a line, the characters overprint. Therefore, only the last
character received will be displayed in position 80.

HID Identifyas VTS2 (ESC /X) ESC Z
TheTerminal responds to the interrogationwith ESC / X toindicate that it can perform as
a VTS2.

HX2S Transmit 25th Line ESC ]
Transmits the 25th line. (The computer requires a special routine to use this feature.)

HXMP Transmit Page ESC #
Transmits lines 1 through 24. (The computer requires a special routine to use this
feature.)

HFI Function Key #1 (Fl) ESC S
Transmits a uniqueescape code to perform a user-definedfunction. The Terminal will
not respond to this code if it is received.

HF2 Function Key #2 (F2) ESC T
Same as above.

HF3 Function Key #3 (F3) ESC U
Same as above.

HF4 Function Key #4 (F4) ESC V
Same as above.

HFS Function Key #5 (F5) ESC W
Same as above.

HF7 Function Key Blue ESC P
Same as above.

HFB Function Key Red ESC Q
Same as above.

HF9 Function Key Gray ESC R
Same as above.
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ANSI
ESCAPE SEQUENCES

Summary of Sequences

NOTES:

1. In the ANSI mode, theTerminalrecognizes andresponds only to escape sequences
whose syntax and semantics are in accordance with ANSI specifications.

2. "Default" is a value that is assumed when no explicit value, or a value of zero, is
specified.

3. pn
_ Numeric Parameter. Any decimal value may be substituted for P„.

4. P, — Selective Parameter.Any decimal number that is takenfrom a list and used to

select a subfunction. You can select several subfunctions at once by putting one

number after another but separating them with delimiters (semicolons).

Example: To turn off thekey click (ESC [ > 2 h) and turn on theblock cursor (ESC [ >
4 h), type:

ESC [ > 2;4 h

Mnemonic DefinitionEscape
Sequence

CURSOR FUNCTIONS

ESC [ H or ESC [ «i;0H
or ESC [ 1;1 H
ESC [ f or ESC [ 0;0 f
or ESC [ 1;1 f

ESC [ P„ D
ESC [ P„ B
ESC [ P„ A
ESC [ M
ESC [ n
ESC [ s
ESC [ v

CUP
or

HUP

CUF
CUB
CUD
CUU
RI
CPR
PSCP
PRCP
CUP

Cursor Home

Cursor Forward
Cursor Backward
Cursor Down
Cursor Up
Reverse Index
Cursor Position Report
Save Cursor Position
Set Cursor Position
Direct Cursor Addressing

I

Twn miIfW\WTITrTTITTIFT» W Wi

ESC [ P,;P„ H
or ESC [ P,;PC f
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ERASING AND EDITING

ESC [ 2 j
ESC [ 1 j
ESC [ j or ESC [ 0 J
ESC [ 2 X
ESC [ 1 X
ESC [ X or ESC [ 0 X
ESC [ Pn L
ESC [ P„ M
ESC [ P„ P
ESC [ 4 h
ESC [ 4 1

ED
ED
ED
EL
EL
EL
IL
DL
DCH
IRM
IRM

Clear Display (Shift Erase)
Erase Beginning of Display
Erase to End of Page (Erase Key)
Erase Entire Line
Erase Beginning of Line
Erase to End of Line
InsertLine
Delete Line
Delete Character
Insert/Replacement (Insert character) Mode
Insert/Replacement (Insert Character) Mode

CONFIGURATION

Reset to Power-Up Configuration
ModifyBaud Rate (P„=

;

1= 110, 2= 150,
3=300, 4 = 600, 5 = 1200, 6 = 1800, 7 =2000,
8=2400, 9=3600, 10=4800, 11=7200,
12= 9600)

1 = Enable 25th line
2 = No key click
3 = Hold screen mode
4 = Block cursor

7 = AlternateKeypad mode
8 = Auto line feed on receipt of CR
9 = Auto CR onreceipt of line feed

Reset Mode(s): P„ =
1 = Disable 25th line
2 = Enable key click
3 = Exit hold screenmode
4 = Underscore cursor
5 = Cursor on
6 = Keypad unshifted
7 = Exit alternate keypad mode
8 = No auto line feed
9 = No auto CR

Enter Heath Mode

MODES OF OPERATION

ESC [ 7 m SGR
SGR
SM

Enter Reverse Video Mode
Exit Reverse Video ModeESC [ m or ESC [ 0 m

ESC [ > 7 h Enter Alternate Keypad Mode (ESC =)*
Exit Alternate Keypad Mode (ESC >)*ESC [ > 7 1 RM

*These escape codes may be used, but are not recommended.

Set Mode(s): P„ =

5 = Cursor off
6 = Keypad shifted
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ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

ESC [ 2 h
ESC [ 2 1
ESC [ ? 7 h
ESC [ ? 7 1
ESC [ q

SM
RM
SM
RM

Keyboard Disabled
Keyboard Enabled
Wrap Around at End of Line
Discard at End ofLine
Transmit 25th Line
Transmit Page

PX2S
PXMTESC [ p

NOTE: The Terminal will transmit the following functions, but it will not respond
them if they are received by the Terminal.

ESC OS
ESCOT
ESCOU
ESCO V
ESC OW
ESC OP
ESCO Q
ESC OR

SS3
SS3
SS3
SS3
SS3
SS3
SS3
SS3

Function Key #1 (Fl)
FunctionKey #2 (F2)
Function Key #3 (F3)
FunctionKey #4 (F4)
Function Key #5 (F5)
Function Key (BLUE)
Function Key (RED)
Function Key (GRAY)
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ANSI Mode Summary

The ANSIcontrols SET MODE (SM) and RESET MODE (RM) are shown on theprevious
page. The following table shows all parameters which may be set or reset using theSM
and RM control sequences.

The control sequence for SET MODE is: ESC [Ps h.
The control sequence for RESET MODE is: ESC [ Ps 1.

MODE P„ SET (SM)

IKAM 2 Keyboard Disabled
IRM 4 Insert Character Mode on

LNM 20 New Line Mode
(Auto Line Feed on CR)

L25 >1 Display 25th Line
KCL >2 Disable Key Click
HSM >3 Enable Hold Screen Mode
CBL >4 Blinking Block Cursor
CDE >5 Cursor Off

KAM >7 Keypad Alternate Mode
ALF >8 Auto Line Feed on Return
ACR >9 Auto CR on Line Feed
HMD ?2 Enter Heath Mode
WAR ?7 Wrap Around at End of Line

RESET (RM)

Keyboard Enabled
Insert Character
Mode Off

New Line Mode Off

Disable 25th Line
Enable Key Click
Disable Hold Screen Mode
Blinking Underscore Cursor
Cursor on
Keypad Unshifted
Keypad Normal Mode
No Auto Line Feed
No Auto CR on Line Feed
N/A
Discard Past End ofLine

ANSI modes which are always considered to be ineither the SET or the RESET state, and those which
apply to this product are as follows:

CRM
EBM
ERM
FEAM
FETM
GATM
HEM
MATM
PUM
SATM
SRTM
TSM
TTM
VEM

SEM

Control Representation Mode
Editing Boundary Mode
Erasure Mode
Format Effector Action Mode
Format Effector Transfer Mode
Guarded Area Transfer Mode
Horizontal Editing Mode
Multiple Area Transfer Mode
Positioning Unit Mode
Selected Area Transfer Mode
Status Reporting Transfer Mode
Tabulation Stop Mode
Transfer Termination Mode
Vertical Editing Mode

Set Editing Extent Mode

RESET
RESET
SET
RESET
RESET
RESET
RESET
N/A
RESET
SET
N/A
N/A
SET
RESET

Edit in Line

HEATH
KSH >6 Keypad Shifted
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ANSI Escape Sequences Defined

NOTES:

1. In the ANSI mode, theTerminal recognizes andresponds only to escape sequences
whose syntax and semantics are in accordance with ANSI specifications.

2. "Default" is a value that is assumed when no explicit value, or a value of zero, is
specified.

3 pn Numeric Parameter. Any decimal number that is substituted for P„.

4 p Selective Parameter. Any decimal number that is takenfrom a list and used to
select a subfunction. You can select several subfunctions at once by putting one
number after another but separating them with delimiters (semicolons).

CURSOR FUNCTIONS
CUP Cursor Position ESC [ Hor ESC [ 0;0 Hor
or ESC [ 1;1 H
HYP Horizontal & Vertical Position ESC [f or ESC [ 0;0 f) or

ESC [ 1;1 f

Moves the cursor to the position specified by the parameters. The first parameter

specifies the line number and the second parameter specifies the column number. A
parameter of zero is considered tobe one. Ifno parameter is given,thecursor is placedin

the home position.
Default Value: 1

CUF Cursor Forward ESC [P„ C
Moves the cursor to theright the number of characters determinedby thevalue of P„. If
this number is zero or one, the cursor moves one position. The cursor stops at the right
margin. „ ,Default Value: 1

CUB Cursor Backward ESC [ P„ D
Moves thecursor to the left the number ofcharacters determinedby thevalue ofP„. If this
numberis zero or one, thecursor moves one position. Thecursor stops at theleft margin.

Default Value: 1

CUD Cursor Down ESC [ P„ B
Moves the cursor downward without changing columns. Thenumber of lines moved is
determined by thevalue of P„ . If this number is zero or one, the cursor moves down one
line. The cursor will stop at line 24. Direct Cursor Addressing must be used to move to
line 25.

Default Value: 1

CUU Cursor Up ESC [P„ A
Moves the cursor upward without changing columns. The number of lines moved is

determinedby thevalue of P„ . If this numberis zero or one, the cursor moves up oneline.
The cursor will stop at the top line.

Default Value:!

m
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RI Reverse Index ESC m
Moves the cursor to the same position on the preceding line.

CPR Cursor Position Report ESC [ n
The Terminal reports the cursor position in the form of ESC [ P,;P,. R.

PSCP Save Cursor Position ESC [ s
Thepresentcursor position isremembered so the cursor can bereturned here later when
given the PRCP (Return to Previously Saved Position) command.

PRCP Set Cursor to Previously Saved Position ESC [ v
Returns the cursor to theposition where it was when it received the PSCP (Save Cursor
Position) command.

CUP Direct Cursor Addressing ESC [ P*;P, Hor
ESC [ P,;P, f

Same as CUP and HYP above. If the line number (P,) entered is toohigh, thecursor will
notmove. If the column number (P,.) is toohigh, the cursor will move to the end of the
line.
This is the only way to move the cursor to the 25th line, but the 25th line must first be
enabled.
To move the cursor home, enter 0;0 or 1;1 or do not enter any values.

Default Values: 1

ERASING AND EDITING

ED Erase in Display ESC [ P., J
Erases some or all of the characters in the display according to the value of Ps .

Means
0 Erases from the cursor to the end of the screen and includes the

cursor position.
Erases from the start of the screen to the cursor and includes the
cursor position.

1

Erases all of the screen and the cursor does not move.2

Default Value: 0
EL Erase in Line ESC [ P, X
Erases some or all of the characters in the cursor line according to the value of P,.

'0
Means
Erases from thecursor to theend of the line and includes thecursor
position.
Erases from the start of the screen to the cursor and includes the
cursor position.

1

Erases all of the line including the cursor positions.2

Default Value: 0
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§IL Insert Line ESC [ P„ L
Inserts one or more blank lines(depending on thevalue of P„ ) by movingthe linethat the
cursor is on and all the following lines down P„ lines. Then the cursor is moved to the
beginning of the new blank line.

DL Delete Line ESC [ P„ M
Deletes theline of characters thatthecursor is in, and other following lines ifP„ is greater
than one.The remaining lines below the deleted area then move up thenumber of lines
that were deleted. The cursor is placed at thebeginning of the next line.

Default Value: 1

DCH Delete Character ESC [ P„ P
Deletes thecharacters at thecursor position, and other positions on the cursor line to the
right of the cursor if P„ is greater than one. Any remaining character to theright of the
deleted characters then move left the number of characters that were deleted.

Default Value: 1

IRM Insert/Replacement Mode ON ESC [ 4 h
Lets you insert characters or words into text already displayed on the screen. As new
characters are entered, existing textto theright of thecursor shifts to the right. As each
character is inserted, the character at the end of the line is lost.

IRM Insert/Replacement Mode OFF ESC [ 4 1
Exits from the IRM ON mode.

~ CONFIGURATION

PRAM Reset to Power-Up Configuration ESC [ z
Nullifies all previously set escape modes and returns to the power-up configuration.

PMBR Modify Baud Rate ESC [ P„ r
Modifies the baud rate, where P„ equals:

Sets the following modes, where P„ equals:
1= enable 25th line
2 =nokey click
3=hold screen mode
4=block cursor
5 = cursor off
6=keypad shifted
7= alternate keypad mode
B=auto line feed or receipt of CR
9=auto CR on receipt of line feed

Can set one or more modes as determined by the parameter string P,;PS ;PS , etc.
Default Value: None<fe

I= 110, 2 = 150, 3=300, 4 =600, 5 = 1200,
6=lBoo, 7=2000, 8 =2400, 9=3600, 10= 4800
II= 7200, 12=9600

SM Set Mode(s), ESC [>Ps h
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RM Reset Mode(s) ESC [> Ps 1
Resets special modes, where Ps equals:

3= exit hold screen mode
4=underscore cursor

7=exit alternate keypad mode
8=no auto line feed

Can reset one or more modes as determined by the parameter string PS ;PS ;PS , etc.
Default Value: None

PEHM Enter Heath Mode ESC [ ?2 1
Enters the Heath mode.

MODES OF OPERATION

SM Enter Hold Screen Mode ESC [> 3 h
Controls when new information is printed onto the screen.
— TypetheSCROLLkey and a new line of information will be printed on thebottom

line. The top line will scroll off.— TypeSHIFT SCROLL and a whole new page of text will scroll onto the screen and
stop as the old page scrolls up and off the screen.

RM Exit Hold Screen Mode ESC [ >3 1
Exits the hold screen mode.

SGR Enter Reverse Video Mode ESC [ 7 m
Enters the reverse video mode so that characters are displayed as black characters on a
white background.

SGR Exit Reverse Video Mode ESC [ mor ESC [ 4 m
Exits the reverse video mode.

SM Enter Keypad Shifted Mode ESC [ >6 h
Inverts thenormal and shifted functions of thekeypad. Now ifyou hold downtheSHIFT
key, you will get a normally unshifted character.

RM ExitKeypad Shifted Mode ESC [> 6 1
Exits the keypad shifted mode.

l=disable 25th line
2=enable key click

5 = cursor on
6=keypad unshifted

9= no auto CR
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ASM Enter Alternate Keypad Mode ESC =or ESC [ >7 h
you to enter the alternate keypad mode, which will then transmit the following

escape codes instead of the normal ones.

KEY ESCAPE CODE
0 ESC Op

ESCOq
ESC Or
ESC O s
ESCOt
ESCOu
ESCO v
ESCO w
ESC Ox
ESC Oy
ESC On
ESCOM

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ENTER

These special escape codes are user definedand must be recognized by your software.

RM Exit Alternate Keypad Mode ESC >or ESC [ >7 1
Exits the alternate keypad mode and returns to the transmission of normal character
codes.

(^ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

SM Keyboard Disabled ESC [ 2 h
Inhibits the output of the keyboard. To activate the keyboard, send the "enable
keyboard" escape sequence from the computer or reset the Terminal.

RM Keyboard Enabled ESC [ 2 1
Enables the keyboard after it was inhibited by an SM (Keyboard Disabled) command.

SM Wrap Around at End of Line ESC [ ?7 h
81st character on a line is automatically placed in thefirst character position on the next
line. The page scrolls up if necessary and permitted.

RM Discard at End of Line ESC [ ?7 1
After the 80th character in a line, the characters overprint. Therefore, only the last
character received will be displayed inposition 80.

PX2S Transmit 25th Line ESC [ q
Transmits the 25th line.

PXMT Transmit Page ESC [p
Transmits lines 1 through 24. (The computer requires a special routine to use this
feature.)

SS3 Function Key #1 (Fl) ESC O S
-^Transmits a unique escape code to perform a user-defined function. The Terminal will
l^fcnot respond to this code if it is received.
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#SS3 Function Key #2 (F2) ESC O T
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key #3 (F3) ESC O U
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key #4 (F4) ESC O V
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key #5 (F5) ESC O W
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key (Blue) ESC O P
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key (Red) ESC O Q
Same as above.

SS3 Function Key (Gray) ESC O R
Same as above.

0

f
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t DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS

These BASIC programs demonstrate some of the Video Terminal features. These in-
clude:

Erase Page
Direct Cursor Addressing
Graphics
Reverse Video
25th Line

Since there are differences between BASIC languages, you may have to change the
syntaxof theseprogramsslightly to get them torun on an Hi 1A or a non-Heath computer
system.

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM #1

This program draws a simple maze on the screen.

NOTE: Noticethesemicolon at theend of line 350. This prevents a Carriage Return and a
Line Feed, and the cursor remains at its present location on the line. Normally this is
acceptable. However,someBASIC languages count the number of characters sent to the

and automatically insert their own Carriage Return and Line Feed. If this
(mmtomatic CR & LF comes during a successive execution of line 350, the direct cursor

addressing sequence is upset and the character is placed randomly on the screen. To
prevent this,aPRINT statementhas beenplaced at line 440. This forces a CR& LF every
ninth execution of line 350, thus preventing an automatic CR & LF.

The semicolon at the end of line 350 and thePRINT statement at line 440 can both be
eliminated. However, the cursor will return to the left side of the screen after each
execution of line 350. This is also acceptable, but the cursor will jump back and forth
between the left side and the center of the screen.

yiJO 18 RE.rl Demon ■;;:.!.. i"-a I.- xon r ro:-:!! ""■ ahi -if i.

>:JBip.::Pl KE.M

8G83Q D IM R >:.' & , 1S .':> , Q■s >:.

,~.

':■

80840 REM Read Dal.. a
00850 FOR: I~:l. TO 6
00868 REFID ij.!-1:" ":; I >
888r''8 HEXT I
88838 REM Erase Pa_le

'-.iOU :?8 i- r-. .i. 1 1 i L.rlr':. -r- \ .... r ..' .» i_.nk* '-. o ::=■ .■'

00.1.00 r:.fc.ri r i- - 1 1 1 1... rier:-;;;a:--1i_.'

(1| 88118 FOR I-i TO 3
88128 PRINT iPJP I >
88138 NEXT I
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0

0

0014S REM Print messaae on the bottom line

WW 1 76 FOR I-S TO 8

00 180 FOR

J-Q

TO 18
00 1 yO READ R(LJ)

1:10200 NEXT J
0021 8 i-]e:-:t i

REM Print -"Start"'

REM Enter Graphics Mode

88338

00370 I-I+s
08388 IF I<9 THEN 408
00390 I- 1-9
0104£10 J-J+l3

88418 IF

,Kl9

THEN 438
80428 ..J-J-19

80430

8844G PRINT

884 5© IF JOil THEN 358

REM Enter- Reverse Uideo Mode

88150 PRINT CHR*';27>

;

CHR* < 89> ;CHR*':;s3>

.;CHR*>::43> .;Q*<6>

00168 REM Read Data

00220 REM Erase Bottom Line
80230 PR INT CHR* < 27' >

;

CHR*<89>

;

C:HR* <53> i CUR* >::33 >

;

C:HR* >:27 >j:C:HR* <:.75 ':>
88240 REM Enter- Reverse Uideo Mode
80250 PRINT CHR* >'' 27 ':.<

;

CHR* < 1 12 :>

;

8W.268
00270 PRINT

CHR*';

27::'

;

CHR* <89 >

;CHR*>;33> ;CHRs>;46> .;Q*';4::>

00280 REM Exit Reverse Uideo Mode
00290 PR INT CHR* "; 27 >

;

CHR* < 1 13 ':>

;

80388
883 18 PR INT CHR* < 27' .':>

.;

CHR* <78> i

883.28 1-5
,T= 1 1

88348 REM Use Direct uir-sor- Addressing & Print 1 Graphic Character M
80358 PRINT CHR*<27> j:CHR*<B9>

;CHR*<4l

+I >

;CHR*'M6+J:> JCHR*<R';

I , J> )

;

80360 REIM Randomly chansle the values of I & J

IF I<>s THEM 358

00468 REM Exit. Graphics Mode
80478 PRINT CHR*<27::'

;CHR*>;7l

:> i
88-188
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v^p
j

1

v.*

j.

PRINT Cl4R*';27>

.;CHR*';B9> ;CI-IR*';s2>

iCHR* ";59 ':> iQSCSj

REM Exit Reverse Uideo Mode

REM Move the cursor to the bottom line

PR INT CHR* >;27 ':< .S CHR* >-. 89 > 1CHR* CB9 > ICHR:* ■; 33 >r'ji-ji:-" l:.-.'*:.i„.i _j ..„i ._i t.;.i

END80568
'This, program demonstrates the "Erase Paae"', "Graph ics .. "
''""Erase To End Of Line"'.. "Reverse Uideo", arid the "'Direct Cursor"

'Addressing' features of the HEATHKIT Model Hl9 Uideo Terminal."88590
88688
88618
88620
806.30
886.48
80650
88668
80678
88688
886.98
GlO7OB
88748
80728
88738
00740
00 750
00760.
88778
88788
06798
88888

DATA
DATA
DATA
DAI"A
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

Start"
Finish"

"Hand on while I read the data list

102 , 97' , 188 , 18 1,115 , 97 ,115 , 97 , 97'

97 , 97 , 97' , 1 15 , 97 , 97 , 97' , 97' , 97" , 99

1 18,32, 116, 182, 188, 118,115, 100

101, 97' , 99 ,101, 97 , 97' , 97 , 1 17 ■" 99

■■

32 , 96

96 , 32 , 1 17 , 97,115 , 180,118, 98 , 99

96 , 1 18 , 97 , 1 17 , 97 ,116, 96,181 , 32 , 96

1 18 , 97' , 97' , 188 ... 1 18 , 99 , 18 1

■■

99,181

97 , 188 , 1 1o , 97 , 32 ,181 ■" 97

.<

98 ■" 32,116

96 , 182 , 1 08 ,181,188 , 96 , 96 "■ 181-. 1 15

32 , 1 18 , 188 , 18 1 , 99 ,118, 99 ,181, 97 , 1 16

96 , 181 , 99 , 96 , 32 , 96 , 96 , 118, 97'

97 , 98 , 97',188,11 8 , 97' , 1 17 , 99 , 32 , 96

96 , 32 , 96 , 181, 115, 97 , 1 17 , 99 , 1 18

32 , 98 , 99 , 32 , 188 , 102 , 99 , 96 , 32 , 96

96 , 32,10 1 , 97' , 1 16 , 18 1 , 1 15

■■

97 "" 9S

32 , 96 , 101 , 98 , 97 , 108 ■" 96

.■

18 1

■■

97 , 116

181, 97 , 97 , 97 , 1 17, 97' , 97 , 117, 97

97 , 97' , 97' , 1 17 , 97 , 97 , 99 , 182 , 97 , 188

88570
0135:38

884 98 PR INT CHR* ■; 27'> iCHR* < 1 12>j:

\|P 88588 REM Print. -"Finish"'
885 18 PR INT CHR* <27':>

.;

CHR* ■; 89 >;C

88528 REM Exit Reverse Uideo Mo

88530 PR INT CHR* ■; 27 ':>

;

CHR* < 1 13> J

88548 REM Move the cursor to th
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This program demonstrates the "25th line" and the "remember the cursor position"
features.

08048 PRINT "This program demonstrates the -'twenty-fifth line-" t>.^tif-p. "88050 PRINT "1,-, +.his demonstration, the 25th line is beinsl used as a label"
08068 PRINT "for the top row of special function Keys. Reverse video"
88070 PRINT "is used to maKe the labels, stand out, better, and also to"
00888 PRINT' "help avoid confusion with

any

normal text on the screen above"
00898 PRINT "this line., You

may

now run another- program.. Line 25 will stay"
00100 PRINT "as. it is until it is chansfed or until this -unit, is PE^FT or"
00110 PRINT "turned off.."
80120 REM Remember The Cursor Position
80 138 PR INT CHR* >;27 > i CHR* >; 186 .':■
00140 REM Enable 25th Line
88158 PR INT CHR* ■; 27 >.? CHR* ■; 128 > i CHR* >; 49 /'
08168 REM Position Cursor- At. Start- Of 25th Line
88 178 pr :i: nt chr* ";27 :"

;

chr* >; 89 :< s chf:* ■; 56 :"

;

chr* "; 32 >
08180 PRINT

' " "

08190 REM Enter- Reverse Uideo Mode
80288 PR I ! -!"!" CHR* >'. 27" ':> .? CHF:*»; 1 12 ':> .s
002101 REM! Print, 25th Line
00228 PRINT "LINE fl f2 f'3 f4 f5 ERASE" J
60238 PR 1 1"-!"!" " BLU RED' GPS-' RESET BREAK "J!
88240! REM Exit Reverse Uideo
00250 PRINT CHF:*'-;27'> .? CHF4K 1 IZ'J
00260 PEIV! Set C'-ir-sor- To Previously Saved Position
88270 F'RINT CHP:*>-:27>

;

CHR* 1': 107::'
pij..y2£";i" :! PpTj..JT ; PpT KIT

00298 PRINT "These lines demonstrats- the -'remember- cursor position -' feature
00300 !::: 'RIHT "First, the above rar-asjr- arh was print eds next, the 25th line"
80318 PRINT "was printed- and then these lines, were printed by remembering"
00320 PRINT "the proper cursor position., "
083301 PRINT : F'RINT
88340 END
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DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM #2

80010 REM "25th Line Demo Proslram"
08020 REM Erase Pasie
08030 PRINT CHR*';27>; CHE*'; 69 >
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This program draws a reasonable facsimile of the American flag.

190 REM American Flaa Program

3 1 BPRI NT S2*+R 1*+MID*

■;

L2

*,

1 , 45-LEH'.. b^-*-' -'

328 PR INT S 1*+G 1*+M ID* '■.L 1* , 1 , 45-LEH

ki,

1* '■> ■■'+G2*
338338 NEXT I

/"k348 FOR I=B TO 13X^>3sB PRINT P2*;

ADEMONSTRATION PROGRAM #3

1 10 PR INT CHR* '■.27 >

;

CHR* < 120 > iCHR* ■; 53 > 1
120 Sl* = "* * * * * '+ * "
138 S2* = " * * * * * * *"148 E*=CHR*ass:)
150 Rl* = E* + "p"

160 R2* = E* + "=i"
178 Gl* = E* + "F"
188 G2* = E* + "G"
198 B* = Gl* + ""*■" + G2*
288 Pl* = " "+Rr*+" "+R2*
218 P2* = Pl* + Gl* + "*" + G2*
228 FBR I = 1 TO 45
238 Ll* = Ll* + "i"
248 L2* = L2* + " "
250 NEXT I
260 PRINT " "+B*
270 PRINT " "+Rl*+" "+B*+R2*
280 FOR I = 1 TO 7
290 PRINT P2*;
308 IF I-2*(IHT(I/2)) <> 8 THEN 328 _
3 1 OPRINT S2*+R 1*+MID* ■;L2

*,

1 , 45-LEH<S2*.:" > +R^*

»

bOTU ojß

358 PRINT P2*;
368 IF I-2*(INT(I/2)) <> 8 THEN 388
378 PRINT Rl*+L2*+R2*:GoTB 398
380 PRINT Gl*+Li*+G2*
398 NEXT I
480 PRINT " "Rl*+" "+B*+R2*
418 PRINT P2*
428 PRINT Pl*+Gl*+"x"+G2*
438 PRINT Pl*H-Gl*+"y"+G2*
440 FOR I=l TO 4
458 PRINT Pl*
460 NEXT I „ ___„ n. ,--.*.
4?-0 PRINT " "+Gl*+"yyyy"+Ri*+ +P^*+ ****.

-h^*,

48© LINE INPUT "","2*
498 PRINT CHR*';27:>j:"ys" i
580 END
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SERVICE INFORMATION
The following Heath Company services are available if you
need them: Replacement Parts, Technical

Consultation,

andFactory Service. Address all correspondenceto:
HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

For prompt service, use a separate letter for each depart-ment you write to.
Replacement parts and repair service are also availableat
your nearest Authorized Service Center or HeathElectronicCenter. These Centers are listed in your Heath Catalog.

REPLACEMENT PARTS

V areplacement part is needed, pleaseinclude the following-
information in your letter:

1. Part number and description.
i. Model Number and Series Number of the equipment.
H your equipment is in the Warranty period, add:

3. Date ofpurchase.4. Nature of defect.
Heath Company will fillyourorderpromptly. PleaseDO NOT
RETURN PARTS unless they are requested. Parts that are
damaged through carelessness or misuse by the customer
Wlll no* be replaced without cost.

TECHNICAL CONSULTATION
You can write to our TechnicalConsultantsfor help with any

eath equipment, or for answers to any questions about theuse of this equipment.

completeness and accuracy of the advicemailedback to

you

depends entirely on the information in your letter. Besure to include:

< The Model Number and Series Number of the equipment
(on blue and white identification label).

*" Date of purchase.

3. An exact description of the difficulty. Include switch
positions, connections to other units, operating pro-
cedures, voltagereading, and any other informationyou
think might be helpful.

4. List everything you have done in attempting to correct
the difficulty.

FACTORY SERVICE
If you do not have qualifiedrepair servicesat your disposal,
you can return your equipment to the HeathCompany Service
Department to have it repairedfor a minimum service

fee,

(Equipment that has been modifiedwill not be acceptedfor
repair.) Refer to Shipping Instructionsfor details on how to
package and ship the equipment.

To be eligible for replacement parts under the terms of the
Warranty, equipment returned for factory service must be
accompanied by the invoice or the sales slip, or a copy of
either. (If you send the original invoice or sales slip, it will
be returned to you.)

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
Check the equipment to see that all parts are in place.
Then, wrap the equipment in heavy paper. Place the equip-
ment in a strong carton, and put at least three inches of
resilientpacking material(shredded paper, excelsior, etc.)
on all sides between the equipment and the carton.

Seal the carton with gummed paper tape and tieit with a
strong cord. Ship it by prepaid Express or insured Parcel
Post to:

HEATH COMPANY
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Attach a letter, containing the following information to the
outside of the carton:

1. Your name and return address.
2. Date of purchase.
3. A brief description of the difficulty.
4. Your authorization to ship the repaired unit back to you

C.O.D. for the service and shipping charges, plus the
cost of parts not coveredby the Warranty.

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmwmm
YOUR HEATH DATA SYSTEMS PRODUCT

90 DAY LIMITED WARRANTY

C^r- For a period of 90days after purchase,HealhCompany will repairfree of charge any productlhatis defective either inmaterialsor
t
_<^zz>

C^<^ workmanship. We warranithatduring tho

first

90 days

after

purchase, our products, when used in accordance

with,

our printed J><Z>
c—-"^

instructions, willmeet published specifications. ***>§
C^x-*" ityour Heath factory-assembled productmalfunctions orfails tooporato at

any

time during the warranty period, throughnofault of jo
c^*<^ yours, we will sorvice il free upon proof of purchaseand delivery at your expense to tho Heath factory, or any Heathkit Electronic -<^?jS^Z, Contor, or anyof our authorized independentdistributor sorvice stations. Z>-cS

Consultation

is availableon

any

problemyoumight encounterinthe use of

your

Heathproduct. Just drop usa line or give us acall. '-<^S?§^>- Sorry, we cannotaccept collect calls.

Our

warrantydoes not coverand we are not responsiblefor damage caused by misuseorfire or unauthorized modifications to or **^S£r^>» uses of our products

for

purposes other than advertised. Ourwarranty does not includereimbursement tor customerassembly, |^><5

Or*

disassembly, set-up time, or unauthorized repairs.
§^~ This warranty covers only Heath factory assembled products and is not oxtonded to allied equipmentor componentsused in '^ZZ3
O--- conjunctionwiththese products. Weare notresponsiblefor Incidentalor consequentialdamages.Somestates do notallow the j^,

c^x""

exclusion or limitationof incidental or consequentialdamages, so theabove limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This

*«sO

<^><^ warranty gives you specific legalrights, and

youmay

also have other rights which vary from state tostate. ,a*><~l

OO

It you are not satisfied with our service - warranty or otherwise, or with our products, writodirectly to our Director of

Customer

£=?*>l Services, Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022. He will make certain

your

problems receive Immediate, personal <-<^S£^>Z attention.

TheMonth Companyreserves thoright to discontinue products and tnchmift"Kpudfirattlons fit

any

lime without
incurring,

any

obligation to incorporatenew

features

in products previously sold.

CZ>^~ HEATH COMPANY _X^

<=:>

<Z Bonton Harbor,Michigan 49022 **>^
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CIRCUIT BOARD X-RAY VIEWS
NOTE: To find the PART NUMBER of a component
for the purpose of ordering a replacement part:

Component Number" column of the "Parts
List" in your Manual.

C. Adjacent to the circuit component number,
you will find the PART NUMBER and DE-
SCRIPTION which must be supplied when
you order a replacement part.

A. Find the circuit component number (RlO5,
ClO3, etc.) on the X-Ray View.

B. Locate this same number in the "Circuit

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewedfrom the component side)

Page 3
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VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewed from thecomponent side)



TERMINAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewed fr 0m the component side)

(Bottom side foil in red)
Page 5
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CIRCUIT BOARD X-RAY VIEWS
NOTE: To find the PART NUMBER of a component
for the purpose of ordering a replacement part:

Component Number" column of the "Parts
List" in your Manual.

A. Find the circuit component number (RlO5,
ClO3, etc.) on the X-Ray View.

C. Adjacent to thecircuit component number,
you will find the PART NUMBER and DE-
SCRIPTION which must be supplied when
you order a replacement part.B. Locate this same number in the "Circuit

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewed from the component side)
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VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewed from the component side)



TERMINAL LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD
(Viewed from the component side)

(Bottom side foil in red)
Page 5



I OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS & PARTS LIST

OSCILLATING FANS
MODEL 4C507 12" DIA. BLADE
MODEL 4C508 16" DIA. BLADE

FORM
551014

5535

1279/576/
2BC

ATTENTION: READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL, OPERATE OR SERVICE YOUR
DAYTON FAN! RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Description
This Dayton oscillating table fan offers fingertip
control, unbreakable blade guard and a permanent
split capacitor motor.Thecontrol console has piano
key push buttons for 3-speed operation and 90° os-
cillation to spread cooling air evenly over a wide
area. Adjustable neck directs cooling to even hard-
to-reach areas. Close-mesh steel guard meets
OSHA requirements.

Specifications
4C5084C507Model

12" 16"
3 3

Blade Size
Speeds

Piano Key Piano Key
1800/1480/1325 3100/2630/1700
1400/1100/900 1300/1100/770

Control
C.F.M.
RPM

90" 90°Oscillation Angle
Power 44W, .37A 81W, .9A

115V, 60 Hz. 115V, 60 Hz.
U. L. Listed U. L. Listed
Close-Mesh Fan Guard, MeetsApprovals

OSHA Requirements

General Safety Information
1 . Never insert fingers, pencils, or otherforeign ob-

jects through guard when fan is running.
2. Disconnect fan when moving it from one location

to another.
3. Disconnect fan when removing guardsfor clean-

ing.
4. Be sure fan is on a stable surface when operat-

ing, to avoid chance of it overturning.
5. DO NOT use fan in a window. Rain may createan

electrical hazard.
CAUTION: This unit is equipped with a three-prong
(grounding) plug for your protection againstshock
hazards and should be plugged directly into a
properly grounded three-prong receptacle. Where
a two-prongwallreceptacle is encountered, it must
be replaced with a properly grounded three-prong
receptacle in accordance with the National Elec-
trical Code and local codes and ordinances. THIS
WORK SHOULD BE DONE BY A QUALIFIED ELEC-
TRICIAN. A grounding adapter must be used. The
green lead from the side of the adapter should be
securely connected to a suitable electrical ground
such as a grounded water pipe, or properly
grounded metallic raceway, or ground wire sys-
tem. DO NOT cut off the round grounding prong; if
an extension cord is required, use only the three-
prong grounding type. The use of three-prong

TABS-x REAR GUARD WITH HOLES IN REAR GUARD
motorX ha\dle .. U

GUARD MOUNTING NUT

>'■-,-!; 4 / FRONT GUARD — INSURE THAT PINS ENGAGE
■:ZZ)Ah\ HOLES IN REAR GUARD

/'■'( I SIDE DQDL7IP^ \ VIEW c2£ J ~

Figure 1 — Assembly of fan
adapters in CANADA is PROHIBITED by the Cana-
dian Electrical Code.

Assembly
1. Engage tabs in motor housing slots.
2. Fasten rear guard with guard mounting nut.
3. Slide blade onto shaft.
4. Turn spinner counterclockwise until hand tight.
5. Insure that front guard pins engage holes in rear

guard.
6. Fasten guards with clear plastic guard clips.

Operation
1. OSCILLATION: To make fan head oscillate,push

in knob on motor housing.
2. VERTICAL ANGLE: To adjust vertical angle, tilt

fan head up or down, as desired.
3. SPEED: Speed is controlled by depressing the

piano keys (Ref. No. 31).
"0" turns off the unit.
"1 " provides low speed.
"2" provides medium speed.
"3" provides high speed.

4. WALL MOUNTING: Slip the keyholes on bottom
of fan base over two screw heads to hang fan on
wall securely. When using thisfan forwall mount-
ing, fasten elevation.

5. POWER SUPPLY CORD: Plug powersupply cord
into a wall outlet (-AC 115 volts, 60 Hz.)



i-igure 2 — Replacement Parts Illustration

ORDER REPLACEMENT PARTS
THROUGH DEALER FROM WHOM

PRODUCT WAS PURCHASED

Please provide following information:
" Model Number
" Serial Number (if any)
» Part Description and Number

as shown in Parts List.

If dealer cannot supply,
order from:

Dayton Electric Mfg. Co.
CustomerService Dept.

5959 W. Howard St.
Chicago, Illinois 60648

LIMITED WARRANTY
Daytonoscillating

fans.

Models

4C507

and

4C508,

are warrantedbyDayton Electric Mtg.

Co.

(Dayton) to the
originaluseragainst delects in workmanshipor materials under normal use (rentaluse excluded),lor one
year after date ot purchase. Anypart which is determined to be detective in material or workmanshipandreturned toan authorizedservice location, asDayton designates,shippingcosts prepaid,will be repaired orreplacedalDayton's option. For warranty claimprocedures,see"PromptDisposition" below This warrantygives purchasers specilic legal rights,and purchasers

maya/so

have otherrights which vary

from

state to

WARRANTY

DISCLAIMER.

Dayton has made a diligent

effort

to illustrate and describe the products in thisliterature accurately;however, such illustrationsand descriptions are lor the sole purpose ot

identification

and do not expressor implya warranty that theproductsare merchantable,or lit lor aparticular purpose orthat the products will necessarily

conform

to the illustrations or descriptions.
Except as provided below, nowarranty or

affirmation

ot fact, expressedor implied,other than as stated inLIMITED WARRANTY" aboveis made or authorized by Dayton, andDayton's liabilityinall events is limitedto tho purchase price paid.

Certain

aspects of disclaimers arenotapplicable toconsumerproducts;

e.g.,

(a)somestates do notallow theexclusion or limitation ol incidental or consequentialdamages,so the abovelimitation or exclusion maynotapply toyou; (b)also, some slates do not allow limi. itions on how longan impliedwarranty lasts conse-quently theabove limitation

may

not applyto

you;

and (c) by law,during theperiod ol this Limited Warrantyany impliedwarrantiesol merchantabilityorfitness loraparticularpurpose applicabletoconsumer productspurchased by consumers, may not be excluded or otherwise disclaimed.

PROMPT

DISPOSITION. Daytonwill make a good

faitheffort for

promptcorrection or otheradjustmentwith
respect to

any

productwhich proves tobe

defective

within warranth. For

any

productbelieved tobe detectivewithin warranty,

first

write or call dealer

from

whom product was purchased. Dealer will give additional
directions. If unable toresolve satisfactorily, write toDayton at address below,giving dealer's name,

address,

date and number ot dealer's invoice,and describing the nature of tho defect. If product was damaged intransit to you,

file

claim with carrier.

DAYTON ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 5959 W. HOWARD

ST.,

CHICAGO, ILL. 60648

„2 —

33 Plastic guard clip (4) 201052 201052
OStandard hardware item, available locally.



FORM 551014 MODELS 4C507 & 4C508

CONVERTS 12" AND 16" OSCILLATORS
FROM TABLE FAN TO WALL MOUNTING

Step 4
Reinstall elevation washer

Maintenance
CAUTION: ALWAYS UNPLUG THE FAN POWER damp clothorsponge. Thoroughlyremove soap filrr
CORD BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO SERVICE THE with clean water.
FAN.

STORAGE
DISASSEMBLY When

nQt

jn use keep un|t jn g c|ean dry p|ace
To disassemble the unit, reverse the order of assem-
bly. LUBRICATION
--L NING, Precision bearings are sealed at the factory for life
Plastic parts should be cleaned with mild soap and a and do not require further lubrication.



FORM 551014

Hole template for wall mounting
16"oscillating fan.

Hole template for wall mounting
12"oscillating fan.
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SCHEMATIC OF THE
HEATH

VIDEO TERMINAL
MODEL WH I9

? OTES:
COMPONENT NUMBERS ARE IN THE FOLLOWING GROUPS-

-1-1)9 PAftTS MOUNTED ON THE CHASSIS. w „,„„,, IT
101-199 PARTS MOUNTED ON THE POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

201-299 PARTSMOUNTED ON THE VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD.
0-399 PARTS MOUNTED ON THE KEYBOARD CIRCUIT BOARD.

401-499 PARTS MOUNTED ON THE LOGIC CIRCUfT BOARD.

2 RESISTORS MOUNTED ON THE VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD ARE
1/2-WATT 5% UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE. RESISTORS
MOtINTED'ON THE LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD" ARE 1 4-VV ATT 5%

UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE. RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN
OHMS (k'1,000; M-1,000, 000).

3. ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN nF UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE.

4. -±= THIS SYMBOL INDICATES CHASSIS GROUND.

5 T HIS SYMBOL INDICATES CIRCUIT BOARD GROUND.

6 I—l THIS SYMBOL INDICATES WHERE A W(RE CONNECTS
LJ T0 k CIRCUIT BOARD.

7 _»- THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A MECHANICAL CONNECTOR.

8 ,*_*. THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A PART THAT IS SHOWN ON
f) A CIRCUIT BOARD, BUT IS ACTUALLY MOUNTED ON

THE CHASSIS.

q + T HIS SYMBOL INDICATES AN INTERRUPTED LINE. LAY
A STRAIGHT EDGE ON THE ARROW TO SEE WHERE IT
GOES TO OR COMES FROM.

10 r~^ THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A- DC VOLTAGE TAKEN WITH
V--> A HIGH IMPEDANCE VOLTMETER FROM THE POINT

INDICATED TO CHASSIS GROUND. VOLTAGES MAY
VARY ±20%.

11 FUSE Fl IS CRITICAL FOR CONTINUED SAFETY. REPLACE IT
ONLY WITH A PART OF THE SAME RATING OR WITH THE PROPER
HEATH PART.
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SCHEMATIC OF THE
HEATH

VIDEO TERMINAL
MODELWHI9

f OUS
COMPONENT NUMBERS ARE IN THE FOLLOWING GROUPS--- qq PARTS MOUNTED ON THE CHASSIS.
101-199 PARTS MOUNTED ON THE POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

B OA R 0
7(11-299 PARTS'MOUNTED ON THE VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD.

- JarIs mounted on the keyboard circuit board.
401-499 PARTS MOUNTED ON THE LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD.

■>

RFSISTORS MOUNTED ON THE VIDEO CIRCUIT BOARD ARE
2 - /2 WATT .£ UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE RESISTORS

MOUNTED ON THE LOGIC CIRCUIT BOARD ARE 1 4-WATT 5*

UNLESS

;

MARKED OTHERWISE. RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN
OHMS (k-1,000; M-1.000.000).

3. ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN pF UNLESS MARKED OTHERWISE.

4. ■*= THIS SYMBOL INDICATES CHASSIS GROUND.

5. THJS SYMBOL INDICATES CIRCUIT BOARD GROUND.

6 i-| THIS SYMBOL INDICATES WHERE A WIRE CONNECTS
LJ T0 A CIRCUIT BOARD.

7 _^^_ THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A MECHANICAL CONNECTOR.

ft _*_. THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A PART THAT IS SHOWN ON

Q A CIRCUIT

BOARD,

BUT IS ACTUALLY MOUNTED ON
THE CHASSIS.,

__►

THIS SYMBOL INDICATES AN INTERRUPTED LINE LAY
A STRAIGHT EDGE ON THE ARROW TO SEE WHERE IT
GOES TO OR COMES FROM.

in r~>> THIS SYMBOL INDICATES ADC VOLTAGE TAKEN WITH
l °- 0 A HIGH IMPEDANCE VOLTMETER FROM THE POINT

INDICATED TO CHASSIS GROUND. VOLTAGES MAY
VARY ±20%.

,1

c,,c pfi is CRITICAL FOR CONTINUED SAFETY. REPLACE IT
H - E WITH A pIrT OF THE SAME RATING OR WITH THE PROPER

HEATH PART.
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